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Abstract
Technology has always helped expand the range of musical expression, from the fortepiano to
synthesizers to electronic sequencers. Could machine learning further extend human
creativity? We explore three ways deep learning supports the creative process: generation,
recommendation, and control. Generative models can synthesize stylistic idioms, enabling
artists to explore a wider palette of possibilities. Recommendation tools can assist artists in
curation. Better model control helps artists stay in the creative loop. Furthermore, this
control could take place at one or more musically-meaningful levels – the score, the
performance, or timbre – or on a non-musical level, such as a subjective quality like “scary.”
This dissertation posits that deep learning models designed to better match the structure of
music can generate, recommend and provide control in the creative process, making music
composition more accessible. I describe four projects to support this statement.
AdaptiveKnobs (Huang et al., 2014) uses Gaussian Processes to capture the nonlinear
multimodal relationship between low-level sound synthesis parameters and perceived sound
qualities. By using active learning, we assist sound designers in defining their own intuitive
knobs by querying them on sounds that the model expects to improve the controls most.
ChordRipple (Huang et al., 2016) uses Chord2Vec to learn chord embeddings for
recommending creative substitutions and a Ripple mechanism to propagate changes, allowing
novices to compose more adventurous chord progressions. Music Transformer (Huang et al.,
2019) uses self-attention mechanisms to capture the self-similarity structure of music,
generating coherent expressive piano music from scratch. As the model processes
composition and performance as one, improvisers can play an initial motif and have the
model develop it in a coherent fashion. Coconet (Huang et al., 2017) uses convolutions to
capture pitch and temporal invariance. The generative model fills in arbitrarily-partial
musical scores, allowing it to perform a wide range of musical tasks. The model uses Gibbs
sampling to approximate how human composers improve their music through rewriting.
Recently, Coconet powered the Bach Doodle, harmonizing more than 50 million melodies
composed by users. We hope machine learning can enable new ways of approaching the
creative process for both novices and musicians.
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Chapter 1

Motivation and Summary

⌅ 1.1 Motivation

Music composition, like other forms of art, involves a complex creative process. Even though
highly varied and personal (Collins, 2016), analysis based on sketches and interviews with
both novice and professional composers (Collins, 2005, 2007; Bamberger, 2003; Delalande,
2007) show that there are common patterns that emerge. For example, different phases of the
creative process can be characterized as divergent thinking or convergent thinking (Cropley,
2006). The goal of divergent thinking is to generate as many diverse novel ideas as possible, to
some extent “seeking a chance discovery” (Delalande, 2007). Convergent thinking on the other
hand could be seen as “seeking the suitable”, involving both evaluating the appropriateness of
ideas and adapting the few to more closely serve the creative goal (Delalande, 2007). These
two processes often interleave multiple times at various stages of the compositional process
as musical subproblems arise and are resolved (Collins, 2005).

Both phases can be challenging, for example in the divergent phase we might run into
a writer’s block in coming up with novel ideas. We may be discouraged to explore more
adventurous ideas in the middle of a composition because they involve more additional
changes. As we pin down a specific idea to attempt, we transition into the convergent phase
but our productivity could be hampered by the need to manually implement all the changes
needed to maintain the internal consistency of a piece. This motivates the use of techniques
from both machine learning and human-computer interaction so that not only can we leverage
computers for its generative capacity to extend beyond the range of possibilities explorable
by hand but also to help us work faster by anticipating and automating some of the labor
involved in prototyping ideas.

The interpretation of whether computers are assisting a composer in the convergent or
divergent thinking phase often depends on how much certainty the composer has in their
head and the range of exploration they carry out. For instance say we have a model that
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can take as input a user’s melody and output a harmonization. If the composer considers
the melody quite fixed and seeks a harmonization that is characteristic of the genre, then a
model trained for this task can directly assist the composer in filling in the suitable chords.
In this case the model is used as a support tool for convergent thinking. On the contrary, if
the composer is using the tool to explore a wide variety of harmonizations and possibly even
changing the melody based on if they liked the output harmonizations or not, then the tool
is used in assisting divergent thinking.

We can improve the effectiveness of a tool by considering the behaviors typical in the
convergent or divergent phase, and then designing models and interactions to make them
easier. For example we can better support divergent thinking by going beyond proposing the
most plausible solution, but a wide range of alternatives, allowing users to explore the space
and its boundaries. For the melody harmonization example, one can use the same generative
model but add a recommendation layer to rank its outputs for relevance.

I propose we can decompose how machine learning assist in the compositional process
into three components, generation, recommendation and control to better design for each.
Generative models serve as the core building block to generating novel material and also to
support downstream creative tasks. Recommendation assists users in navigating this space
of possibilities, while control allows users to direct the outcome in ways that best fit their
creative needs.

In this thesis, I show by designing deep learning models to better match the
structure of music, we can use them to generate, recommend and provide control
in the creative process, making music composition more accessible.

In particular, generative models that mimic the self-similarity structure in music can reuse
earlier motifs to generate music that sustains minute-long coherence. As humans are not
constrained to composing left to right and often revisit previous choices, I adopt generative
models that allow for rewriting and show that rewriting improves the quality of the generated
music. For recommendation, I draw on the practice of substitutions as a way to explore
creative alternatives and show it can help novice composers be more adventurous in choosing
chords. Akin to macro knobs that allow users to manually map multiple knobs to one, I show
how we can use machine learning to automatically learn these mappings.

⌅ 1.1.1 Generation

First, we need a rich generative model of the domain in order to lay the foundation to
generating novel ideas. This can involve learning the data distribution and then sampling
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from it. The better the model approximates the data distribution, the more the generated
results will resemble the characteristics of the data. As a model learns useful domain features,
it can generate examples that are novel but still within the style of the data. This could be
useful in the divergent thinking phase to brainstorm ideas and to seek chance discoveries.

In contrast to unconditioned generation where the model in the ideal case generates
according to the data distribution, conditioned generation allows users to provide context so
that samples can be drawn from a distribution that is the result of taking the context into
account. The choice in the level of abstraction of specifying the context can depend on how
far along the user is in the compositional process and to what degree the idea is realized in
the composer’s head. For example, the given context could simply be the genre the musician
is intending to write the piece in. The context could be more specific such as a partial score

where only parts of the music is written out. For example, the context can be an already
composed melody, and the model can assist by finding the chords to accompany it.

⌅ 1.1.2 Recommendation

Second, we propose to use recommendation in this generative and creative context so that
novel but relevant material do not happen by chance but by design. Collaborative filtering is
often used to predict how much a specific user may prefer an item based on how other users
with similar preferences rated that item. In the creative context, we want to work with novel
content as opposed to pre-existing material and preferences are often highly personal.

Conditioned generation allows a recommendation system to generate candidates that are
both typical of the genre of music modeled and relevant to what the user is composing. For
example in the aforementioned scenario of harmonizing a melody, the system would provide
harmonizations that fit with the current user melody. This is often a structured prediction

problem where not only one chord is predicted but a sequence of chords are inferred so that
they work well together along with the given context. A recommendation system can also
suggest the user to change part of their melody to make it easier to adopt harmonizations
that stretch the possibilities.

In addition to generating candidates, a generative model can also be used to assess how
typical a harmonization is, allowing the system to rank the candidates from average to
atypical. Depending on whether the composer is in the divergent or convergent thinking
phase, they might prefer one end over the other. If the composer has already attempted a
solution, and want to seek alternatives, the system can rank the candidates based on similarity
to the composer’s current solution. Generative models often learn embeddings that can be
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useful for computing similarity. However, these pre-existing ranking schemes may not align
with the goals of the composer whom may want to rank the output based on attributes they
want to control.

⌅ 1.1.3 Control

Third, we want users to be able to control the generative outcome based on attributes they
care about. Generation that is conditioned on partial score allows composers to influence
the outcome by changing notes in the score, which causes the model to change other notes
in the score in order to maintain the internal consistency of the solution. However, for this
to be an effective control it relies on users learning this causal relationship. Moreover, users
may want to express their requirements on a higher level of abstraction, for example by
describing the desired mood of a musical passage as opposed to the notes. With such high-level
controls, users can brainstorm music on the level of emotional trajectories. Once a trajectory
is composed, a generative model conditioned on this trajectory can prototype a sketch. In
the divergent thinking phase, this allows the user to quickly try out different trajectories and
hear the realizations. In the convergent thinking phase, such a high-level control can allow
the users to quickly adjust non-trivial attributes with less manual effort. To achieve this, we
need to establish a mapping from high-level attributes to music that bear those attributes.
This mapping will also need to be adaptive in that it can condition on additional musical
context so that the generated outcome would be relevant.

⌅ 1.2 Summary

Through a series of four projects, I illustrate how the components control, recommendation

and generation can be investigated independently, and to serve as building blocks in extending
the creative process.

In chapter 2, I address the control problem by introducing a new kind of control knobs that
allow users to directly adjust intuitive qualities of a generated artifacts, bypassing low-level
control knobs that are typical of sound synthesis engines (Huang et al., 2014). Using Gaussian

processes, we designed a novel active learning algorithm that optimizes learn this new class
of control knobs interactively from human ratings, allowing controls to be personalized.

In chapter 3, I propose to use recommendation to assist novices in composing more
adventurous chord progressions (Huang et al., 2016). We built ChordRipple, a creativity
support tool that uses learned embeddings such as chord2vec to recommend creative
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substitutions. To make it easier for users to adopt unusual chord changes, ChordRipple

can automatically rewrite the current context to maintain internal consistency, providing
multi-change recommendations called Ripples in additional to single changes.

In chapter 4, I propose to go beyond modeling music from left to right, but as a rewriting
process akin to Gibbs sampling (Huang et al., 2017). This is inspired by the fact that writing
counterpoint is easier than composing from scratch as the former is an iterative conditioned
task. For example in counterpoint, the composer might first write a melody or quote one from
a prior work. Conditioned on that, the composer writes the other lines, and then conditioned
on other lines the melody is being adjusted, and the composer goes back and forth among
different parts of the music until all parts are coherent (Fux, 1965). In order to perform
Gibbs sampling between all parts of the music, we model all ways of factorization the joint
distribution, resulting in a model that is an instance orderless Nade (Uria et al., 2014, 2016).
This culminated as Coconet, which composes counterpoint using convolutions, capable of
infilling arbitrarily incomplete musical scores.

In chapter 5, I address the challenge of generating music with long-term structure by using
self-attention based neural networks (Huang et al., 2019) such as Transformers (Vaswani et al.,
2017). Prior work focused on modeling 15 seconds (⇠ 600 token) of music, using Recurrent
Neural Networks which compress history into a fixed size hidden state (Oore et al., 2018). To
tackle minute-long sequences, we saw the need for direct access to the past because gaped
repetition and self-reference occurs at that timescale. Furthermore, timing, periodicity and
relational features are particular important for music, and we found relative attention (Shaw
et al., 2018), which explicitly modulates attention based on how far apart two tokens are,
to work well. In order to scale to sequences of length ⇠ 3500 tokens, we proposed a new
formulation of relative attention that uses a sequence of tensor re-indexing operations. This
formulation uses significantly less memory then straightforwardly storing intermediate relative
embeddings, from O(ld) to O(l2d), where l is the length of sequences and d is the hidden
size of the network. The result is Music Transformer which is capable of generating
minute-long coherence piano music with expressive timing and dynamics.

In the following, I describe the projects in more detail by outlining the problem, the
challenges, the technical innovations and the experimental results. I have published all four
projects as first-author papers at competitive technical conferences, ranging from the Interna-
tional Conference on Intelligent User Interfaces (IUI), annual conference of the International
Society of Music Information Retrieval (ISMIR) and International Conference on Learning
Representations (ICLR).
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⌅ 1.2.1 AdaptiveKnobs (Huang et al., 2014, IUI)

Active learning of intuitive control knobs for synthesizers using Gaussian processes
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Figure 1.1: A high-level knob such as a
“scary” knob consists of paths that are dy-
namically generated given a set of sounds
to be adjusted. The figure shows the map-
ping from low-level controls (x, y axes)
to scariness predicted by model (contour
lines). The black diamonds show example
sounds that can be adjusted to bear more
or less scariness by following the colored
paths.

In chapter 2, I show an active learning based
approach to learning intuitive personalized con-
trol knobs for sound synthesis, allowing users to
by-pass low-level controls such as wave-shapes or
filter envelopes, and directly adjust high-level at-
tributes of a sound, such as how “scary” or “steady”
a sound is perceived to be.

Challenge: High-level Concepts are Multimodal To
achieve this, we first model a high-level attribute
by using Gaussian Processes to learn a function
that maps from low-level controls to the perceived
levels of that attribute in the sound they create.
Figure 1.1 shows the mapping from two low-level
control configurations on the x and y axes to
the “scariness” of a sound, given by the contour
curves. However, the resulting functions are often
not one-to-one but multimodal. For example a
certain level of “scariness” can be achieved from
multiple low-level control configurations, i.e. (x,
y) positions in Figure 1.1. The preferred configuration depends on the sound we are adjusting.
Ideally, a knob would only adjust the attribute it is supposed to vary and preserve the identity
of the sound as much as possible.

New Formulation of Control Knobs Hence, we propose a new formulation for high-level control
knobs, that it is not one fixed mapping, but dynamically constructed for each sound, as
a path in the low-level control parameters space that follows the gradient of the learned
function. For example, starting from the sound configuration itself, the knob can adjust it to
sound more or less scary by following the gradient up or down.

Active Learning of Knobs The new formulation of knobs gives us a new objective function
that measures the amount of probabiliy mass put on the multiple paths used to adjust a set
of starting sounds, i.e. the knob paths in Figure 1.1. By tracking the uncertainty on these
dynamically constructed paths, we can use active learning to quickly calibrate the knobs, by
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querying the user about the sounds the system expects to improve its performance.

Empirical Results We show through simulations that our active learning approach learns
high-level knobs faster than several baselines, and that our new formulation of knobs resulted
in automatically-constructed knobs that are able to directly adjust non-linear, high-level
concepts.

⌅ 1.2.2 ChordRipple (Huang et al., 2016, IUI)

ChordRipple: Recommending chords to help novice composers go beyond the ordinary

Figure 1.2: An early version of
our tool ChordRipple which
recommends a diverse range of
chords. This particular screen-
shot shows single chord recom-
mendations for Am, the second
chord in the sequence C Am Dm
F C+. The bottom two rows
show the most common alterna-
tives while the top two row show
more adventurous chord choices
from chord2vec.

In chapter 3, I introduce a creativity support tool, Chor-

dRipple that uses recommendation to make it easier for
composers to experiment with radical chord choices.

Problem Novice composers often find it difficult to go
beyond common chord progressions. They are often knowl-
edgeable of the range of possible chords, but find it chal-
lenging to find ones that are both interesting and relevant
for their own context. Furthermore, adopting an unusual
chord change often requires changing other existing chords
to make them compatible, which increases the barrier to
exploration.

ChordRipple: Assisting Novices by Recommending Chords We
propose to use recommendation to assist users in exploring
a wider range of relevant chords. We built a creativity
support tool, ChordRipple, which makes chord recom-
mendations that aim to be both diverse and appropriate to the current context. Composers
can use it to help select the next chord, or to replace sequences of chords in an internally
consistent manner.

Adapting Word2Vec as Chord2Vec To make such recommendations, we adapt a neural network
model from natural language processing known as word2vec to the music domain, as
chord2vec. This model learns chord embeddings from a corpus of chord sequences, placing
chords nearby when they are used in similar contexts. We use the learned embeddings to
support creative substitutions between chords.
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Novel User Interaction: Ripples Changing one part of a sequence often requires additional
changes to other parts of the sequence in order to maintain internal consistency. To reduce
the overhead of propagating these changes manually, we propose to automatically ripple out
these necessary changes and use the entire Ripple as a recommendation. These multi-change
Ripples can make it easier for users to adopt and explore recommendations that are further
away from their own.

Empirical Results

Corroboration with Music Theory: Circle-of-Fifths Emerged from Learned Embedding The learned
embeddings in chord2vec exhibit topological properties that correspond to theories in
music. For example, the major and minor chords are both arranged in the latent space in
shapes corresponding to the circle-of-fifths.

Positive Impact on Novice Composers Our structured observations with fourteen music students
show that the tool helped them explore a wider palette of chords, and to make “big jumps
in just a few chords”. It gave them “new ideas of ways to move forward in the piece”, not
just on a chord-to-chord level but also between phrases. Our controlled studies with nine
more music students show that more adventurous chords are adopted when composing with
ChordRipple.

⌅ 1.2.3 Coconet (Huang et al., 2017, ISMIR)

Coconet: Counterpoint by convolution

Figure 1.3: Coconet treats different factorizations of
music all as an instance of inpainting, allowing a model
share parameters among and to be trained jointly on
a wide range of musical tasks. Examples of the tasks
include, from top to bottom (on the left), partial score
completion, harmonization and unconditioned genera-
tion.

Problem Machine learning models
of music typically break up the task
of composition into a chronological
process, composing a piece of music
in a single pass from beginning to
end. This makes it challenging to
support the human compositional
process because human composers
write music in a nonlinear fashion,
scribbling motifs here and there, of-
ten requiring inpainting as a form
of assistance.
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Orderless NADE: Inpainting as a Gen-

eralization of Di↵erent Ways of Factorizing Music Inpainting models are trained by masking
out parts of the input and then asking the model to learn to fill in through reconstruction.
By masking out different parts, the model learns a different way of factorizing music. For
example, typical autoregressive models mask out the future, and hence learns the conditions
that correspond to factorizing a joint distribution in chronological ordering. To fill in arbitrary
partial scores, we need a generative model that is not tied to any particular causal ordering
of composing (Figure 1.3). We propose to train an ensemble model that embodies all possible
orderings, i.e. n! orderings where n is the number of events. This can be achieved by masking
out the input with mask-out size uniformly distributed. We later realized this is an instance
of orderless Nade (Uria et al., 2014, 2016).

Gibbs Sampling as an Analogy to Rewriting Composers often improve their compositions through
rewriting. Early in the compositional process, much is still influx but as the process progresses
more is pinned down. Rewriting allows us to revisit earlier decisions and update them based on
this new pinned down information. Similarly Gibbs sampling allows us to leverage this benefit
as it iteratively rewrites different parts of a piece conditioned on its complement. Conveniently,
an orderless Nade model has all the conditionals possible, making it particularly suitable for
Gibbs Sampling.

Using Gibbs Sampling to Turn Unconditioned Generation into Conditioned Generation Furthermore,
Gibbs Sampling turns unconditioned generation into a series of simpler conditioned generation
problem. Similarly in counterpoint, previously written lines become constraints to the current
lines, hence reducing the space of possibilities and in many cases making it easier for the
composer. As the new lines are composed the older lines are also updated to maintain internal
consistency. This process repeats similar to how multiple Gibbs steps are taken.

Counterpoint by Convolution We parameterize our orderless Nade with a convolutional neural
network, allowing for time and pitch invariance. Given incomplete scores, it fills in the gaps.
We wrap this model in a Gibbs sampling loop to improve its sample quality through rewriting.
The result is a generative model we name Coconet.

Empirical results: Both Orderless NADE and Gibbs Sampling Improve Sample Quality Coconet can
be used in a wide range of musical tasks, ranging from unconditioned generation, melody
harmonization and partial score completion. We evaluate Coconet on the JSB Chorales
dataset (Boulanger-Lewandowski et al., 2012). Orderless Nade generalizes better than models
that were only trained with chronological ordering. We find that Gibbs sampling greatly
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improves sample quality, which we demonstrate to be due to some conditional distributions
being poorly modeled. Moreover, we show that even the cheap approximate blocked Gibbs
procedure from Yao et al. (2014) yields better samples 1 than ancestral sampling, based on
both log-likelihood and human evaluation.

⌅ 1.2.4 Music Transformer (Huang et al., 2019, ICLR)

Music Transformer: Generating music with long-term structure

Figure 1.4: Music Transformer generates music
from scratch with repeated motives (manually marked
by grayed out blocks). The colored arcs visualize self-
attention weights and show how previous instances of
motifs inform future occurrences, and how the model is
able to skip over sections that are less relevant.

Problem Music uses repetition and
other forms of self reference to build
long-term structure. Previous ap-
proaches use Recurrent Neural Net-
works which compress history into a
fixed size hidden state (Oore et al.,
2018), making it difficult to repeat
motifs that are not from the recent
past.

Transformer with relative self-attention

The Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017), a sequence model based on
self-attention, has achieved com-
pelling results in many generation
tasks that require maintaining long-range coherence. This suggests that self-attention might
also be well-suited to modeling music, allowing direct access to the entire pass.

However the original Transformer relies on absolute timing signals to keep track of timing
and ordering, thus making it harder to learn regularity that is based on relative distances,
event orderings and periodicity. Existing approaches for representing relative positional
information in the Transformer modulate attention based on pairwise distance (Shaw et al.,
2018). This is impractical for long sequences such as musical compositions since their memory
complexity for intermediate relative information is O(l2d), where l is the sequence length and
d is the hidden size of the network.

New memory-e�cient formulation of relative self-attention Prior work focused on modeling 15
seconds (⇠ 600 token) of music, we aimed to model minute-long music (⇠ 2000 to 3500

1Samples from Coconet can be heard at https://coconets.github.io/.
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tokens). To reduce the intermediate memory requirements, we propose an algorithm that
uses a sequence of tensor re-indexing operations, allowing us to by-pass the need to store an
intermediate relative embedding for each input token.

Empirical results

Relative attention generalizes beyond the length trained on Transformer with our relative attention
formulation is able to generate coherently at lengths longer than it is trained on but the
original Transformer deteriorates beyond its training length, perhaps because it is easier for
the former to learn relational features.

State-of-the-art results on Maestro dataset and generates music with minute-long coherence Trans-
former with our relative attention formulation achieved state-of-the-art likelihood on language
modeling of the performed piano MIDI tracks in the Maestro dataset (Hawthorne et al.,
2019). In listening tests, samples from Transformer with our relative attention was rated
statistically significantly higher then samples from the original Transformer. Our model was
able to generate minute-long compositions (thousands of steps, four times the length modeled
in Oore et al. (2018)) with compelling structure and generate continuations that coherently
elaborate on a given motif2.

2Samples from Music Transformer are available for listening at
http://g.co/magenta/music-transformer
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Chapter 2

AdaptiveKnobs: Active Learning of

Intuitive Control Knobs for Synthesizers

Using Gaussian Processes

Typical synthesizers only provide controls to the low-level parameters of sound-synthesis,
such as wave-shapes or filter envelopes. In contrast, composers often want to adjust and
express higher-level qualities, such as how ‘scary’ or ‘steady’ sounds are perceived to be.

We develop a system which allows users to directly control abstract, high-level qualities
of sounds. To do this, our system learns functions that map from synthesizer control settings
to perceived levels of high-level qualities. Given these functions, our system can generate
high-level knobs that directly adjust sounds to have more or less of those qualities. We
model the functions mapping from control-parameters to the degree of each high-level quality
using Gaussian processes, a nonparametric Bayesian model. These models can adjust to
the complexity of the function being learned, account for nonlinear interaction between
control-parameters, and allow us to characterize the uncertainty about the functions being
learned.

By tracking uncertainty about the functions being learned, we can use active learning
to quickly calibrate the tool, by querying the user about the sounds the system expects to
most improve its performance. We show through simulations that this model-based active
learning approach learns high-level knobs on certain classes of target concepts faster than
several baselines, and give examples of the resulting automatically-constructed knobs which
adjust levels of non-linear, high-level concepts.
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⌅ 2.1 Introduction

Composers and sound designers use synthesizers to create sounds with spectral and temporal
dynamics beyond what is possible through acoustic instruments or recorded sounds. These
users generally seek not just to create a certain sound, but rather a collection of related
sounds, by transforming a set of sounds in semantically meaningful directions. The ability to
intuitively adjust only the relevant qualities of a set of sounds is paramount to the artist’s
workflow. However, synthesizers are particularly difficult for artists to interact with, since
their many parameters must often be adjusted in complex ways in order to change just
a single semantically-meaningful aspect of a sound. This often forces a shift in the user’s
attention from expressing their high-level goals to the low-level trial-and-error tweaking of
control parameters.

Several strategies have been developed to address this problem: First, providing the user
with pre-set sounds having various qualities, such as “bright acoustic piano” or “dark acoustic
piano”. Second, interpolating between existing sounds, by averaging the low-level control
settings which generate those sounds. Third, expert-engineered high-level knobs for directly
controlling relatively intuitive aspects of sounds, such as Waves’ OneKnobs, mostly used in
the context of production to “brighten” or “phatten” tracks and mixes, and which under the
hood controls sound-treatment modules such as equalizers, compressors, and resonators.

However, synthesizers can support more complex concepts, such as those that are multi-
modal. For example there are different kinds of “scary” sounds, such as low rumbling, cold
chilly wind-like sounds. And we might want different ways to adjust the “scariness” of a sound
depending on what kind it is. For example, if a sound is directional, we might make it more
“scary” by making it more aggressive. If a sound is more of an ambient pulsating sound, we
can make it warble in more irregular ways or more high pitched, or perhaps add some eerie
metallic “clicks” to its foreground.

In this paper, we explicitly model high-level sound qualities in order to allow users to
automatically adjust arbitrary sounds to have desired levels of those qualities. We define
a high-level concept as a function that maps from a high-dimensional control space to the
perceived level of that quality. With such mappings, we can generate a high-level knob which
directly adjusts sounds to have more or less of a given quality. These knobs are generated for
each sound by constructing a path through control space which increases (or decreases) the
level of the learned function. Such paths allow composers to move towards and away from
sounds along perceptually meaningful dimensions. To learn such functions for a high-level
concept, we learn from user ratings of sounds generated by the synthesizer.
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In order to learn from a small number of user interactions, we take an active learning
approach to assisting a user in finding points in the control-parameter space to demonstrate
a high-level concept. The user first informs the system which sorts of sounds she wants to be
able to modify and to which ranges. At any point in teaching the system a high-level concept,
the user can ask the system where it wants to learn about the high-level concept the most.
The system queries the user on the sound that it believes can most improve its ability to
adjust the high-level quality for the given set of sounds. The user can listen to the sound
and respond by rating how much they think the sound has the high-level quality. We have
prototyped a user interface to allow users to express this rating by allowing them to organize
sounds on a continuous one-dimensional space to indicate how much they think the sounds
carry a particular high-level quality.

Our formulation can be applied to other domains where a user wants to build a layer of
richer, personalized controls on top of the parameters provided by the original system.

⌅ 2.2 Related work

We describe related work in computer-assisted sound design and music composition that
uses the metaphor of knobs (one-dimensional, continuous controls), and also other kinds of
interfaces and interactions that assist users in working with synthesizers. Our active-learning
approach is informed by work in active learning in general, and active data selection, and
Bayesian optimization.

⌅ 2.2.1 High-level knobs

There have been a number of works on learning high-level “knobs” for audio editing tools
such as equalizers and reverberators. Many treat a knob as a fixed linear mapping between a
low-level control and a high-level quality (Sabin and Pardo, 2009; Sabin et al., 2011; Pardo
et al., 2012) . They adopt a weighting-function procedure widely used in psychoacoustics
to tune hearing aids, which operates by correlating gain in each frequency bin to a user’s
perceptual ratings.

Instead of mapping directly between parameters of a specific reverberator and user ratings,
Rafii and Pardo (2009) derived nonlinear mappings from low-level controls to reverberation
measures such as “echoness”, which can be generalized onto different reverberators with similar
parameterizations. Their system then learns linear mappings from reverberation measures
to perceptual qualities such as “boomy”. As sound modification on synthesizers is more
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complex and their parameterizations vary drastically across different synthesizers, it is more
difficult to engineer a set of high-level functions a priori. Instead, we use the expressiveness
of nonparametric methods to model the covariance structure between controls and to adjust
to the complexity of functions being learned.

As user ratings for different high-level qualities may be correlated, Rafii and Pardo (2009)
uses transfer learning to incorporate concepts taught by prior users. In this setting, each
user rates only a subset of example sounds to train a user-concept, and the system fills in
the rest of the ratings by weighting ratings of other user-concepts by their distances to the
current user-concept. To choose the subset of sounds to query a user, the work uses active
learning by selecting sounds that most differentiate between previously learned user-concepts.
Cartwright and Pardo (2013) crowd-sources many more user-concepts to study which equalizer
descriptors are widely-agreed-upon and which are true audio synonyms. Our method takes an
active-learning approach to help a user more quickly teach a concept from scratch, with the
objective of maximizing test-time performance, defined as the ability to construct high-level
knobs that can adjust desired qualities in sounds with high certainty.

In additional to the “knobs” metaphor for interaction, Mecklenburg and Loviscach (2006)
uses a 2D self-organizing map to place concepts with similar ratings close to each other,
so that users can directly explore the semantic space instead of control space. Fiebrink
et al. (2009b) allows users to interact with different supervised learning algorithms to define
mappings from arbitrary controllers to synthesis parameters. Fiebrink et al. (2009a) describes
a play-along mode where the user first composes a sequence of synthesis parameters and
then gestures along as it is being played back. The parameter-gesture pairs become training
data for learning a mapping that supports the reversed interaction. Instead of relying on user
data, Loviscach (2008) applies data mining to existing presets to provide autocompletion.
For example, as a user adjusts the controls, other statistically related controls adjusts itself
accordingly.

A complementary interaction is when the user is not searching for a desired sound,
but already has an audio recording of a target sound at hand, and wants the machine
to automatically generate a synthesizer setting that approximates that sound. With such
a setting, the sound is no longer canned, but can be manipulated in real-time using the
synthesizer controllers. This is often achieved by minimizing the difference between the
timbral trajectories of the synthesized and the target sound. As synthesizer controls are high
dimensional and highly nonlinear, optimization techniques such as genetic algorithms or
particle swarm optimization are often used to search through different synthesis structures
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and to perform parameter estimation (Garcia, 2002; Heise et al., 2009; Yee-King, 2011; Macret
et al., 2012). These techniques also allow users to control a synthesizer by directly specifying
values for acoustic features (Hoffman and Cook, 2006).

The “knobs” metaphor is also used in computer-assisted composition for helping users
adjust high-level qualities of symbolic representations of music. For example, Morris et al.
(2008) exposes the log weighting between transition matrices in hidden Markov models trained
on major (“happy”) and minor (“sad”) songs, as an intuitive knob for adjusting how “happy”
an accompaniment sounds. Pachet (2009) adjusts melodies to be more or less ‘tonal’, ‘serial’,
or ’brown’ by moving closer or further away from that concept’s decision boundary.

⌅ 2.2.2 Active learning

A number of systems have explored using active learning for assisting users in defining
personalized concepts (Fogarty et al., 2008; Amershi et al., 2011; Pardo et al., 2012). For
example, Fogarty et al. (2008) supports users in interactively defining concepts for re-ranking
web images search results, and presents users the option of classifying images that are closest
to the decision boundary between positive and negative classes, using a nearest-neighbor
approach. They also use a heuristic to actively select images that explore new weightings in
their distance metrics on low-level features used in computer vision.

More generally, one of the goals of active data selection is to select data that reduces the
uncertainty the most on some parameters of interest, given past observations. For example,
we can aim to maximize the expected information gain on model parameters by selecting
data where the the posterior predictive variance is the highest (MacKay, 1992). Alternatively,
the goal could be to minimize generalization error by choosing data that minimizes the
overall variance of the predictor (Cohn). Both of these criteria have been employed in
active Gaussian process gp regression, by leveraging the variance on the posterior predictive
marginal distribution of gps (Seo et al., 2000). Kapoor et al. (2007) adapts this approach
into a classification setting of visual object category recognition, defines a covariance function
that reflects local features for object and image representations, and then actively selects
data closest to the decision boundary.

However, for settings where we are not given a set of examples a priori to select from, we
need to first propose a set of queries from a continuous space, which is the case for our work.
Furthermore, the objective may be more specific than reducing uncertainty on parameters.
More generally, active learning is the setting where a model and an associated goodness (or
loss) is first defined and then the goal is to query a next point that is predicted to result in a
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future model that produces the highest goodness (or equivalently lowest loss).
In our work, we define a new utility function for our domain by formalizing what the

user would desire during test time. Our utility function captures how confident a model is in
producing the desired knob paths for adjusting a given set of starting sounds. As in Osborne
et al. (2010) and Brochu et al. (2010), our system learns in an iterative manner, and at
each iteration we query the user with the point that maximizes the tool’s expected utility.
While Brochu et al. (2010) uses Bayesian optimization to search globally to help users in
procedural animation to find the best parameter setting, our goal is to focus learning in
regions that are expected to later allow us to best fulfill user requests. As in Snoek et al.
(2012), we compute the expected utility of a point by sampling its values from the current
distribution, and evaluate the model’s expected confidence in adjusting sounds, conditioned
on fantasized ratings.

⌅ 2.3 Overview of method

We treat a high-level concept as a function that maps from synthesizer control parameter
space x 2 RD to perceived y 2 R levels of that quality. If we knew this function f(x), we
could automatically adjust that concept on a preset xs to a desired level yd of that quality
by moving xs to a nearby location that has the desired quality level. A knob would move x

along a continuous path through control-parameter space corresponding to increasing and
decreasing levels of f(x).

Since we do not know f(x), we start with a probabilistic model of f(x) and refine it with
user feedback. Because the domain of f will be high-dimensional, learning the function over
its whole domain would require an impractical amount of user feedback. Instead, we focus
our learning in high-level knob space by asking for user feedback only in the parts of the
control parameter space that is relevant to improving the paths for the high-level knobs.

To guide the acquisition of user feedback, we first specify how we expect the system will
be used (which sorts of sounds will be modified, and the expected range of modifications).
We can then estimate how well the tool can be expected to fulfill the user’s request, given
the different queries made to the user during training time. We can then ask the user for
the feedback which is most expected to improve the test-time performance of the system. In
short, we will use active learning to select the queries made to the user in order to determine
f in places which will be expected to improve the utility of the tool the most.

Determining good user queries requires two steps: first, proposing a set of possible user
queries, then ranking those queries by how much they are expected to improve the utility of
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the tool. For the former, we develop a heuristic which proposes points nearby points visited
during path optimizations. Second, to estimate a candidate’s expected impact of the utility
of the system, we sample from the current posterior marginal distribution of f and, for each
sample, evaluate the utility of the system as if we had actually made that observation. The
candidate point that maximizes for expected utility of the system is chosen for user feedback.

⌅ 2.4 Modeling high-level knobs

We model the function f mapping from control parameters to high-level concepts probabilis-
tically with Gaussian process (gp) priors (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006). In contrast to
previous approaches which learned linear mappings (Pardo et al., 2012), the non-parametric
nature of gps allows us to learn a function whose complexity can grow to match that of
the function being learned. We use a zero-mean prior and the standard squared-exponential
kernel:

f ⇠ GP (0, k)

k(x,x0) = �2
y
exp(�(x� x0)2

2`2
) + �2

n
�ii0

The kernel is parameterized by lengthscales `, which specify the typical distances along which
each dimension of f varies, and by the amplitude and noise variances �2

y
and�2

n
, respectively.

We denote these parameters collectively as ✓.
gp regression is an appropriate tool for this problem for two reasons: First, it provides

everywhere a closed-form estimate of the remaining uncertainty about the function being
learned, which is necessary for estimating the expected performance of the model. Second,
the marginal likelihood gives us a principled way to choose the parameters of the kernel.

⌅ 2.4.1 Integrating over hyperparameters

Typically, the parameters of the kernel are estimated by maximum likelihood. However, when
there are very few datapoints, these point estimates are known to drastically over-estimate
lengthscales, leading to an under-estimate of uncertainty about the function itself. As we
need a useful estimate of uncertainty even conditioned on only a few data points, we must
also characterize our uncertainty about the lengthscales of the gp. Therefore we take a
fully-Bayesian approach by approximately integrating over hyperparameters using a Sobol
sequence.
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Our approximate integration over kernel parameters means that our predictive marginal
posterior of f at a given point x? is a weighted sum of gp posteriors:

P (y⇤|x⇤,X,y) =

Z
P (y⇤|x⇤,X,y, ✓)P (✓|X,y)d✓

P (✓|X,y) =
P (y|X, ✓)P (✓)R
P (y|X, ✓0)P (✓0)d✓0

The mean and variance of the posterior marginal at x⇤ is given below. µi(x⇤) and �2
i
(x⇤)

are the posterior mean and variance of the gp with a single set of hyperparameters ✓i.

µi(x
⇤) = k✓i(X,x)TK�1

✓i
(X,X)y

�2
i
(x⇤) = k✓i(x,x)� k✓i(X,x)TK�1

✓i
k✓i(X,x)

µ(x⇤) =
MX

i=1

P (✓i|X,y)µi(x
⇤)

�2(x⇤) =
MX

i=1

P (✓i|X,y)
�
[µi(x

⇤)� µ(x⇤)]2 + �2
i
(x⇤)

�

To sample a y⇤ given x⇤, we first sample which set of hyperparameters to use, and then
sample from the predictive marginal posterior given just that set of hyperparameters.

⌅ 2.4.2 Knob paths

Once we have an estimate of the function defining a high-level quality, we can generate a
knob which varies that quality for a preset sound by finding a path from the preset through
control-parameter space corresponding to increasing and decreasing levels of the learned
function. We generate such paths by first locally optimizing for each of a set of equally-spaced
desired quality levels yd spanning from the lowest user rating to the highest, then linearly
interpolate between these points. In our experiments, we used eight equally spaced levels.
The objective of this optimization is to minimize the squared difference between the posterior
predictive mean and a desired knob level yd when starting from a control-parameter setting
xs. We denote the control-parameter setting returned by the optimizer as xsd.

xsd =argmin
x⇤

(yd � µ(y⇤|x⇤,X,y))2 (2.1)

In future work, we plan to take uncertainty into account while optimizing for desired knob
levels, and explicitly optimizing for desirable properties for knobs such as smoothness.
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⌅ 2.5 Active learning

Our system learns in an iterative manner: At each iteration, we choose a point at which
to query the user, based on the current model of f . We then update the model of f , and
re-query the user. To determine which point to query the user at, we first propose a set of
candidate points, whose expected impact on the utility of the system we will estimate. After
estimating these utilities, we then query the user at the best candidate point.

⌅ 2.5.1 Evaluating the expected utility of a point

Given a set of candidate points, we need to decide which one can most help us improve
the utility of our model. Formally, we define utility U as the total mass within ✏-wide bins
centered at the desired knob levels yd for all presets Xs.

U(X,y) =
SX

s=1

LX

d=1

[P (ysd > (yd + ✏)|xsd,X,y)

� P (ysd > (yd � ✏)|xsd,X,y)] (2.2)

This expression can be intuitively thought of as the probability that we will be able to give
the user a sound with the desired high-level quality by moving along the learned paths.

⌅ 2.5.2 Reoptimizing hyperparameters under fantasies

To evaluate the expected impact of a candidate xc on our system, we sample the current
posterior predictive marginal distribution P (yc|xc,X,y) for what the possible perceived yc

could be. In order to more accurately evaluate expected utilities, we retrain our model for
each sample by re-optimizing the hyperparameters on the gp prior as if we had seen this
additional observation, resulting in a fantasized posterior predictive marginal distribution
of P (y⇤|x⇤,xc, yc,X,y) on which the desired knob levels are optimized. Intuitively, the
hyperparameter re-optimization is helpful because it accounts for the fact that new queries
can potentially change our estimates of the lengthscales, which can drastically change our
model’s predictions. This is essential early on when we have not yet seen much data, and are
very uncertain about the lengthscales.

E(U|xc,X,y) =

Z
U(xc, yc,X,y)P (yc|xc,X,y)dyc (2.3)
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⌅ 2.5.3 Proposing candidate points

Intuitively, we want to learn more about points that can potentially improve the knob paths.
We use a heuristic for generating candidate points which are likely to be useful: We sample
points nearby those visited by the truncated-Newton optimizer while determining the knob
paths.

Because we expect f to vary slowly in directions which have long lengthscales, we
heuristically add gaussian noise to candidates Xc with variances proportional to the length
scales of that dimension. Hence, to determine the noise for a particular candidate xc, we
first sample a set of length scales according to their marginal likelihood. Then, for each
dimension d, we sample from a gaussian with variance proportional to the lengthscale ld of
that dimension. We reject any points that fall outside the domain of the synthesizer.

✏d
c
⇠ N (0,

ld

2
)

xd

c
 xd

c
+ ✏d

c

To further increase the potential information gain, we also heuristically include as candidate
points the peaks on the posterior variance of f that are reachable through the truncated
optimizer from the given set of presets Xs.
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⌅ 2.5.4 The active-learning algorithm and its variations

Algorithm 1 outlines our procedure for how to decide where the query the user next for
feedback. Both for loops can be parallelized. Figure 2.1 shows a synthetic 1D visualization
of some the steps involved.

Algorithm 1 Choosing the next point xr for user to rate
Input: D = {X,y}, Xs, yd, nc: num of candidates, nm: num of monte carlo samples
Train full-bayes GP with D
Optimize (2.1) for Xpath

sd
on GP given yd and Xs

Randomly choose nc candidates Xc from points visited during previous optimization step
for i = 1 to nc do

for j = 1 to nm do
Sample ycij ⇠ P (y|Xci ,D)
Fantasize GP ci by training it with ycij , Xci , D
Optimize (2.1) for Xpath

sdij
on GP ci given yd and Xs

Compute Uij by (2.2)
end for
E(Ui) =

1
nm

P
nm

j=1 Uij

end for
maxIndex = argmaxE(Ui)
xr = XcmaxIndex

We later refer to our full-fledged path-informed model-based active-learning procedure
as “active learning (re-opt)”. We also experimented with a number of simplifications, both
as baselines to compare against, and also because they can have shorter run times and so
can be more naturally integrated into interactive systems. “Active learning” takes out the
step of reoptimizing hyperparameters after each fantasized outcome. “Path entropy” skips the
fantasizing step all together, and chooses the point that has the highest variance from the set
of proposed candidate points, while “Path random” simply chooses a point at random from
the proposed points.
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⌅ 2.6 User interface and interaction

In order to support users in defining their own high-level concepts, we have prototyped a
user interface that allows users to demonstrate high-level concepts with examples. The user
can communicate how much a sound carries a high-level concept by placing it accordingly
into a box, as shown in Figure 2.2, where the horizontal axis indicates an increasing level of
a high-level concept from left to right. This allows users to rate sounds in reference to each
other, to correct previous ratings, and also to re-adjust their overall scales.

If the user has some prior knowledge of which control parameters might give rise to a
high-level concept, she can help the machine reduce the dimensionality of the problem by
selecting a subset of parameters, as illustrated by labels 1 and 2 in Figure 2.2. The user
can also make such decisions later on in the process as she gains more experience with the
synthesizer.

As the user has accumulated a number of points in the box, the user can ask the machine
to learn the concept and apply it to a starting sound in order to check how well the machine
is understanding the concept. This can be performed at the interface by first hitting the “play”
button, at which point the system trains the model and then optimizes for a path through
the sound to increasing and decreasing levels of the learned concept. The system has been set
to optimize for three discrete levels on the learned function. Both these four points and the
original sound are added to the box and placed horizontally at where the model believes it
should be. These points are the “darker” row of dots labeled as 7 in Figure 2.2, where the
second dot from the left is the original sound. The user then has the option of correcting
these points by moving them left or right, and the moved points become a new data point for
training the high-level concept. The user can now move the slider above the box to adjust her
sound according to the learned concept, and see how it controls the synth control parameters.

⌅ 2.6.1 Assisting the user with active learning

The user can specify how she expects to use the system by first choosing a set of presets she
wishes to modify. This can be indicated in the interface by suppressing those presets, labeled
as 3 in Figure 2.2. Then at each iteration, the user can ask for different kinds of assistance by
clicking on the corresponding helper buttons. For example, the “next filler random” button
labeled as 5 calls for the “path random” variation of our active-learning algorithm to propose
the next point to evaluate. A new control parameter setting is then added as a dot to the
box, placed at a horizontal position where the model currently believes how much of the
high-level concept it carries. The user can help refine the model by correcting these points.
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⌅ 2.7 Experiments and evaluations

We ran a preliminary pilot study with two composers to collect high-level concepts. We
evaluate our method in two parts: how well our model captures these high-level concepts, and
how quickly our active-learning approach is able to learn these high-level knobs compared to
other baselines. For each concept, we show a few examples of knob paths.

⌅ 2.7.1 Pilot study with two composers

The task was for users to build a knob for a high-level quality such as “scariness” that she
wishes to more directly control during sound synthesis. First, the user was prompted to choose
a set of preset sounds on which she would test the high-level knob. The user was then asked
to identify a set of examples on the synthesizer that carries varying degrees of that high-level
quality. Users interacted with our interface shown in Figure 2.2, with the option of asking for
suggested examples from the lightweight variation “path random” of our active-learning. The
interface allows users to specify the amount of a perceived quality in a sound by moving the
dot that represents it on a one-dimensional axis. The synthesizer used for the user studies is
a representative software synth named FreeAlpha, from Linplug.

⌅ 2.7.2 Modeling high-level concepts

From these two pilot studies, we collected three examples of nonlinear concepts on synthesizers,
“pulsation”, “guitar-like” and “scary”. The first and third are multimodal, while the second
is unimodal. They range from concrete to abstract. The “pulsation” concept was obtained
by querying a single user uniformly on a 8x8 grid in the control-parameter space of 2 synth
controls. As we wanted to use this concept for our later simulations, we did not want to bias
the input distribution with any of the methods that were being compared in the simulations.
For the “guitar-like” and “scary”, the user was free to interact with our interface and ask for
suggested queries from the “path-random” variation of our active-learning method.

We first illustrate these concepts and then show cross-validation results on how our model
performs when trying to predict how users would rate a sound.

Example concept 1: “pulsation”

We want to learn about how two control parameters, the rate of low frequency modulation fm

and amplitude modulation am, interact to produce different degrees of perceived “pulsation”.
Turning either of these controls up increases pulsation up to a point where modulation
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becomes so fast that we can not perceive distinctive vibratos anymore, but instead we hear a
timbral color change. Moreover, they interact in how they give rise to perceived “pulsation”.
When fm is low, it dominates our perception, and turning up am does not give any effect.
However when fm is so high that we cannot hear the pulsation anymore, for example the
diamond in the lower right corner of Figure 2.7, turning am up in the lower ranges allows us
to add more “pulsation” to our colored sound. We can observe this effect on the response
surface of the mean of the gp conditioned on a grid of 8x8 user ratings on these two control
dimensions, shown in Figure 2.7.

Example concept 2: “guitar-like”

Figure 2.3, left, shows the learned model of the “guitar-like” quality, over 2 of the the 4
control dimensions. The gp characterizes this quality as peaking when the attack time on
the amplitude envelope is short, the “cut-off” on the bandpass filter is low, the frequency of a
low-frequency oscillator ( lfo) is medium, and the detune on the chorus is high. Colloquially,
a guitar-like has a “sharp attack”, with some warble in the release, and is coloured with some
“detuned harmony”. In the space of these four control-parameters, this function is unimodal,
which means all paths will be maximized at the same point, as shown in figure 2.3, left.
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Figure 2.3: Visualizations of high-level concepts. Contours represent the full-Bayes gp posterior
mean of the degree of the high-level quality as a function of synthesizer controls. Red, blue and
green lines represent paths through control-space which vary the high-level quality, starting
from sounds denoted by black diamonds. Left: 2D slice of posterior mean of “guitar-like”
function, and knob paths. Right: 2D slice of posterior of “scary” function.
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Music or sound concept gp svr dtr linear

Pulsating (n = 64, d = 2) 0.036 0.051 0.051 0.073
Guitar-like (n = 31, d = 4) 0.042 0.029 0.026 0.040
Scary (n = 64, d = 4) 0.065 0.068 0.116 0.071

Table 2.1: Comparing the 10-fold cross-validation mean-squared error of different models
on user ratings of different high-level qualities. gp corresponds to Gaussian Process, svr to
support vector regression, dtr to decision tree regression, linear to linear regression. n is
the number of ratings (values range between 0 and 1 continuously), and d is the number of
synthesizer control parameters being varied to create the sound, hence corresponds to the
dimensionality of the regression. Each musical (or sound) concept was rated by one user.
Users rate sounds by placing sounds on a one-dimensional interface to indicate how much
they think a sounds bears that quality. (see Figure 2.2 for interface and Section 2.6 for more
details).

Example concept 3: “scary”

We model this quality as a function of four different control-parameters: the depth of a filter
envelope, the waveshape and the frequency of the lfo, and the main pitch of the synth. In
figure 2.3, right, we show a slice of the mean of a gp conditioned on user ratings. In this slice,
both the lfo frequency and the depth of the filter envelope are fixed at 0.7 which corresponds
to a steady pulsating rumbling base sound. As the lfo parameter increases, the waveshape
becomes more complex, for example going from sine waves, to sawtooth, and finally to a
much noisier wave, introducing hisses into the foreground making the sound more scary. As
the main pitch of the synth increases, the volume of the “scary” sound body also increases.
However, if the pitch is increased too much, the sound becomes much thinner and loses its
force. In between the two modes, the foreground hissing and the background rumbling merge,
and the sound becomes slightly less scary.

Predicting user ratings

We compare predictive performance of our gp-based model to other models on held-out
user ratings. The results are shown in Table 2.1, where we see that for multimodal qualities
“pulsating” and “scary”, our model predicts user ratings better than support vector regression
(svr) with a radial basis kernel, decision tree regression (dtr), and linear regression. Although
the predictive performance of the gp is not uniformly better than other regression techniques,
the probabilistic nature of the gp enables active learning, and the smooth function estimates
it provides enable us to compute continuous adjustment paths. Future work will revisit the
covariance function used in our model, in order to allow it to capture more structure.
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⌅ 2.7.3 Evaluating active learning

To evaluate our path-informed model-based active-learning algorithm, we run simulations on
two functions to compare their performances to several baselines. We used IPython’s parallel
framework to evaluate the expected utility of each candidate in parallel, corresponding to the
outer for loop in Algorithm 1. We first started with a simple synthetic function, and then
ran another set of simulations on a function learned from user ratings. We show that our
method in the former case is able to learn target concepts faster according the metric we
define below in Eqn. (2.4) by focusing on regions most relevant to the knob paths. For the
latter function, even though our method did not learn faster than some baselines according
to our current metric, it performed qualitatively better by being able to identify multiple
modes, and to route different starting points to their nearby peaks. In future work, we need
to define an error metric that captures the multimodal nature of synthesizer concepts. We
also wish to devise a metric that depends on relative perceptions. For example, a user may
be less concerned about a knob giving a sound that is exactly 0.5 “scary”, if there even exists
such a notion, but instead she might be more concerned if moving a knob in one part of its
range changes the sound a lot more than some other parts.

As a start, we define error as the sum of absolute differences between the desired levels yd

and the actual levels of the points returned when optimizing for the desired levels, summing
over the knob paths for all starting points Xs. Xi and yi denotes the accumulated points the
models have evaluated up to iteration i plus all the starting pointsXs. f here is the function
that simulates the human rating. In the first experiment, this function is a synthetic function,
while in the second experiment, this function is the mean of agp conditioned on the 8x8 grid
of user-ratings of the “pulsation” concept.

err(Xi,yi,Xs,yd) =
SX

s=1

LX

d=1

|f(xsd)� µ(ysd|xsd,Xi,yi)| (2.4)

We compare our method to several baselines, including proposing points according to
the latin hypercubes, and an “entropy” baseline that proposes as the next point the mode
on the variance of the posterior predictive marginal of the gp, by running local optimizers
from the initial presets. We also compare between several variations of our path-informed
active-learning method. “Active learning (re-opt)” re-optimizes the hyperparameters after
each fantasized outcome, while “active learning” does not. The “path random” variation
skips the fantasizing step, and choose at random a point from the set of proposed candidate
points, which were originally randomly sampled from points nearby those visited by the
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truncated-Newton optimizer while determining the knobs paths. The “path entropy” variation
also skips the fantasizing step, and chooses the point that has the highest variance among
the proposed candidate points.

In both of the experiments, the number of candidates proposed was 15 and the number of
Monte Carlo samples taken for each candidate was 30. The simulations were initialized with
simulated ratings of 2 to 3 preset control-parameter settings, which corresponds to the sounds
to be adjusted by the knob paths. The experiments were terminated when the performance
started to plateau Figure 2.4 or when the model began to pick up the multimodality of the
rating function Figure 2.4. For all our active-learning variations, the means and standard
errors are averaged across five runs.

Experiment 1: Synthetic function

The synthetic function simulates a concept where most of the space does not give rise to
its quality. The function was originally two-dimensional. In order to experiment with how
the algorithm would perform in higher dimensions, we artificially added two more dummy
dimensions, whose values do not affect the function. Figure 2.4 shows the performance of our
method and other baselines as the models iteratively adds more data observations.

Figure 2.4 shows that our active-learning methods are able to learn high-level knobs faster
under our error metric Eqn. (2.4). Furthermore, the downward curves of the active-learning
methods show that they are able to iteratively improve and refine the model, while for
other techniques the lines rise and fall with much higher error. Figure 2.5 shows the different
response surfaces at the ninth iteration. We can see that our active learning approach was
able to focus the evaluations in the region that is most relevant to the knob paths.

The objective of our active-learning approach is to reduce the uncertainty on the knob
paths, as opposed to learning the function everywhere. Figure 2.6 shows how well our "active-
learning (re-opt)" method and the "entropy" baseline predicts the true function over the
entire space. We evaluate the two corresponding gps at 1000 locations given by the Sobol
sequence, and plot these predicted values against those of the true function. This true function
has a lot of low regions around zero, corresponding to the whitespace in Figure 2.5 without
dotted contours. Only about a quarter of the space is occupied by a Gaussian bump. This
shape is typical of mappings on synthesizers where most of the sounds in a space have none
of a certain quality, and only a small part of the space gives rise to that quality. However,
a model would have a low mean-squared error if it simply predicted low values everywhere.
This is undesirable for constructing knobs, because the knob would be very flat and would
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Figure 2.4: Error for active-learning variations and baselines on predicting knob paths on
synthetic function (left), and “pulsation” function (right). Solid lines represent the mean, and
shaded colors show the standard error over 5 runs.

not be able to make much adjustments to sounds. We see that in this case, our active-learning
method is still able to predict well over a wider range of levels. Hence, if a user is able to find
a sound that begins to have some of her desired qualities, then our tool will be able to give
her knobs that can help her increase or decrease that degree, and this adjustment is often
challenging for users to perform manually because low-level controls interact.

Experiment 2: “Pulsation” function

The function learned from perceptual data is based on user ratings of sounds in terms of
their “pulsation” - a high-level concept where amplitude and frequency modulation interact
to give a non-trivial response surface. The user was queried at an 8x8 grid on two synth
control parameters, and the mean of a gp conditioned on these ratings was used during
comparison of learning procedures. We also artificially added two more dummy dimensions
to this function, whose values do not affect the function.

Figure 2.4 shows the performance of our method and other baselines as the models
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Figure 2.5: In the synthetic experiment, the full-Bayes gp posterior mean for different methods
after 9 more observations beyond initialization. `s on the x and y axes give the lengthscales of
the corresponding low-level controllers under mle. Dotted contour lines represent the target
function. Dots indicate observations, and stars correspond to proposed candidates, which only
applies to the active-learning methods. ` is the learned lengthscale of the squared-exponential
kernel.

iteratively adds more observations. According to our current error metric, the “entropy”
baseline reaches the lowest error the quickest, at iteration 16. However, it was not able to
discover that the concept is actually multimodal, as shown in Figure 2.7. In contrast, the
best iteration from our active learning (with hyperparameter re-optimization) was able to
learn that there was more than one mode in the concept, and routed the starting points to
their nearest peak, as shown in Figure 2.7. Figure 2.7 shows the functions learned by the
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baseline predict the target function over the entire space. mse corresponds to the mean-squared
error.

different techniques when we terminated the experiments at iteration 27.

⌅ 2.8 Discussion

We now discuss a few observations and lessons learned from our experiments. Currently,
we assume users are able to identify a small subset of relevant low-level controls, and our
method focuses on learning the nonlinear interaction between these controls. To scale to
higher-dimensional settings, we will have to encode domain knowledge into the covariance
structure of our priors. For example on equalizers, adjusting gains for neighboring frequency
bins vary perceptually in similar ways, we can parameterize the distance metric in our kernel
by the Malahanobis distance to explicitly model covariance between dimensions. Alternatively,
if we know the kinds of interaction between controls vary in different parts of the control
space, we can call for a non-stationary kernel. See Duvenaud et al. (2013) for insights on how
to choose the structural form of the kernel.

Moreover, our method for constructing knob paths is still naive, as it only optimizes
separately for different knob values and there is no guarantee that the resultant path is
coherent. For example, a path could jump around in the control space due to the many-to-one
mapping from control space to musical concept. In the future, we plan to regularize our paths
and optimize for a path as a whole so that we can control its perceived smoothness.

Furthermore, our user studies are still preliminary. More human-in-the-loop experiments
are needed to better understand how users use our procedure to help them build personal
control knobs. Casual observations show that users construct preferences on-the-fly, and they
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Figure 2.7: In the “pulsation” experiment, the full-Bayes gp posterior means for different
methods after 26 more observations beyond initialization. Note the upper-left subplot shows
the target function. ` is the learned lengthscale of the squared-exponential kernel.

alternate between phases of exploration and refinement, analogous to phases of divergent and
convergent thinking (Cropley, 2006). For example, one composer requested sounds from our
lightweight “path random” active-learning procedure to refine his “guitar-like” knob, after a
dozen of sounds he felt the need to explore whether different kinds of “guitar-like” qualities
existed. So he switched to using our entropy-based procedure to try to touch the boundaries
of the space, and was pleased that it gave him sounds that he had never heard before. Second,
the listening mode of the user often evolves. Initially, users tend to react intuitively to sounds,
but later on, they begin to listen more analytically, and explicitly reason and weigh sonic
attributes when rating sounds. For example, a sound may have a “sharp attack” like a guitar
but may “warble” too quickly to be one, and a composer may still rate it above average
because it possess at least one of the main characters of a guitar sound. Third, as user
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preferences may change and in light of new possibilities, the re-rating of existing sounds
becomes necessary, and one composer requested for a feature to “shave off” similar sounds, so
that the new ratings and new sounds can have more influence.

⌅ 2.9 Conclusion

Composers seek to explore sounds along intuitive and personal sonic dimensions, but synthe-
sizers can often only be controlled through low-level controls that interact in complex ways.
Inspired by this mismatch, we proposed a novel formulation of high-level knobs that treats a
knob as a dynamic mapping that allows us to adjust different sounds along different paths
in the control space. In this paper, we presented two building blocks towards realizing such
knobs. We adopted the expressiveness of a fully-Bayesian nonparametric model, Gaussian
processes, to model the rich perceptual world of synthesizers, where there are many ways to
achieve a certain musical quality.

Second, to assist users in finding the set of examples to demonstrate a high-level concept,
we derived a model-based active learning algorithm that queries the user in order to improve
knob paths, and we showed in simulation that it is more effective for learning high-level
knobs. Our procedure is modular, allowing us in the future to swap in different knob path
formulations. As there are often multiple ways of achieving a certain desired effect, as shown
by the multimodality of our example concepts, we are considering a variation that we call
“branching” knobs, which would provide the user with multiple paths for adjusting a sound,
some with endpoints at modes further away or higher than others. This allows composers
to explore a wider palette of related sounds, and to trade off between achieving a desired
adjustment and preserving different aspects of the original sound. Last by not least, our
formulation is general, and can be applied to any other domain for users to construct and
calibrate a layer of richer, personalized controls on top of the parameters provided by the
original system.
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Chapter 3

ChordRipple: Recommending Chords to

Help Novice Composers

Go Beyond the Ordinary

Novice composers often find it difficult to go beyond common chord progressions. To make it
easier for composers to experiment with radical chord choices, we built a creativity support
tool, ChordRipple, which makes chord recommendations that aim to be both diverse and
appropriate to the current context. Composers can use it to help select the next chord, or to
replace sequences of chords in an internally consistent manner.

To make such recommendations, we adapt a neural network model from natural language
processing known as word2vec to the music domain, as chord2vec. This model learns
chord embeddings from a corpus of chord sequences, placing chords nearby when they are used
in similar contexts. The learned embeddings support creative substitutions between chords,
and also exhibit topological properties that correspond to musical structure. For example,
the major and minor chords are both arranged in the latent space in shapes corresponding to
the circle-of-fifths.

Our structured observations with fourteen music students show that the tool helped them
explore a wider palette of chords, and to make “big jumps in just a few chords”. It gave
them “new ideas of ways to move forward in the piece”, not just on a chord-to-chord level but
also between phrases. Our controlled studies with nine more music students show that more
adventurous chords are adopted when composing with ChordRipple.

⌅ 3.1 Introduction

Novice composers often find themselves consciously or unconsciously falling back to familiar
sets of chords, because these chords are what they are “used to hearing” and where their
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Figure 3.1: A walkthrough, starting with two chords (step 1), of how ChordRipple is used
to help inspire the next chord (steps 2, 4) and for exploring substitutions (step 3, where
the bottom four choices are substitutions of the second chord, which are from the Ripple
effect of choosing the third chord. As shown, chord recommendations here include both single
substitutions and also chords that change the context (what is around a chord change),
namely Ripples.

fingers are used to falling on their instrument. In the corpus of 200 rock songs curated from
the Rolling Stone Top 500 Hits Temperley and Clercq (2013), we see a long-tail phenomenon
where a few chord progressions are used in many songs while most other chord progressions
are rarely used, akin to the Zipf distribution of words in natural languages. In fact, a recent
article showed that the evolution of our harmonic language, among other musical facets in
contemporary western popular music, has stagnated for more than fifty years Serrà et al.
(2012).

However, the challenge is often not only to find something that is novel, but to use
these chords in a way that serves a personal musical impetus. In practice, novice composers
often find it difficult to use more elaborate chords because they are less certain about their
effects and how to integrate them into their own music in a way that feels both original and
connected.

To address this challenge, we are developing ChordRipple (shown in Figure 3.1 and
short-handed as CR)—a system that helps composers be more adventurous by recommending
chords that are similar to the chords that they are using thus preserving the composer’s
original musical intent, but that are a little more unusual. By proposing such chords as
possible alternatives to the composer’s current chord choice, the system helps the composer
see less familiar chords in the light of their own musical discourse, allowing them to easily
experiment with the alternatives by substituting them into the current musical context.
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We introduce a novel intervention called Ripple, which are chord recommendations that
not only suggests alternative chords to the current chord but also recommends a reworking
of its content. The name Ripple is an conceptual analogy to rippling effects, which in this
case is the changing of one chord causing the change of its surrounding chords.

Chord recommendations are enabled by a machine learning model that captures chord
similarity based on how likely different chords are to be used in similar musical contexts. We
trained this model on a corpus of 200 rock songs curated from the Rolling Stone Top 500

Hits Temperley and Clercq (2013). This model allows the system to recommend chords that
are novel for a particular musical context but still similar to the chords used by the composer.

To evaluate how CR impacts composers’ creative process, we recruited 14 undergraduate
music students, and asked them to use CR to further develop chord progressions for a
piece they were working on. We observed both positive and negative impacts of the tool on
the creative process. Positive impacts include the tool helping composers explore a wider
palette of chords, to create chord progressions that were “fresh and different throughout”. It
gave them “new ideas of ways to move forward in the piece”, not just on a chord-to-chord
level but between several phrases. It encouraged them to make “big jumps in just a few
chords”. They sometimes altered their intentions of extending or closing a phrase based
on the recommendations they saw. Instead of following the path of least resistance, the
recommendations often made them think and work harder. However, some composers found
the choices to be too many and that not all chord recommendations were always relevant
to what they were trying to achieve. We propose that future systems of this kind should
focus recommendations to what is most relevant under the composer’s current intentions. For
example, the intention of “make it longer” versus “I’m trying to end here” would entail very
different chord recommendations.

As the first study was more exploratory and open-ended, we conducted a second study
that was more controlled where students performed transformations on given chord sequences
with three design variations of ChordRipple. We found that the presence of adventurous
chord recommendations resulted in students composing more novel chord progressions. Yet
we did not observe that recommending more difficult to use chords with Ripplesallowed
students to adopt more of them when compared to just recommending the chords themselves.

The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we built CR, a creativity support
tool that helps composers try more adventurous options; CR supports both adding new
material to an existing chord sequence and re-editing existing material (thanks to Ripples).
Second, we adapted a machine-learning model to learn chord similarity based on actual chord
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usage. Third, we conducted evaluations that yielded insights into how tools like CR can be
integrated into composers’ creative practice.

⌅ 3.2 Related work

There have been a number of creativity support tools that assist novice composers in composing
chord progressions. Most systems are designed to address the musical problem of harmonizing
a given a melody Chuan and Chew (2007); Simon et al. (2008); Nichols et al. (2009); Morris
et al. (2008).

While these systems all use a data-driven approach, each system strives for a different goal
and objective in recommending chords. For instance, Simon et al. (2008); Morris et al. (2008)
allows users to adjust the overall “mood” quality of the accompaniment through knobs such as
“happy” which adjusts the weight between the transition matrices of a hidden Markov model
for the major and minor key. Users can also modify chords individually, but the recommended
chords are restricted to only the most typical chords given the local musical context. Nichols
et al. (2009) provided users with a novel interface with control axes that corresponded to
principal components of variances of differential transition dynamics in western popular
music, allowing users to more effectively explore a wide range of variations on accompaniment
sequences.

Chuan and Chew (2007) takes a hybrid approach of also using music-theory to guide the
choice of chords for accompaniment. Fukayama et al. (2013) works with chord sequences by
themselves and by performing non-negative matrix factorization on a windowed transition
matrix, the system allows users to interpolate between different chord progressions to create
their own mix.

CR instead presents a composer with sets of diverse chords that are appropriate but
more rarely used in a particular musical context. The support for exploring novel and diverse
inspirational examples is critical because they help users to generate more novel and diverse
artifacts Marsh et al. (1996); Nijstad et al. (2002); Siangliulue et al. (2015).

⌅ 3.3 Chord2Vec

CR provides two mechanisms to help composers adopt novel chord choices in their composi-
tions. First, CR recommends chord substitutions ranging from typical to adventurous (yet
still musically appropriate). Second, because the change of one chord in the middle of a phrase
may cause the need to change its context, (a concept we name the Ripple effect), the system
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also includes chord recommendations of varying lengths that change a chord’s surrounding
chords. We designed the first mechanism to help composers create raw adventurous material,
while the second mechanism to make it easier to for composers to make adventurous revisions
to existing material.

To build a system capable of recommending chords, we first need a model of chord
transitions and similarities. To represent chords, we use chord symbols that abstract chords
into attributes, such as its root, chord type (such as major, minor, diminished), inversion
and bass, extensions and alterations, which can amount to many possible unique chords.

Like words in natural language, the distribution of chords follows a Zipf-like distribution.
For example, Figure 3.2 shows chord frequency in the Bach chorale corpus (Bach) in music21.
A handful of chords are used very frequently, while many chords are rarely used.

Modelling rarely-used chords and chord transitions is difficult. For some applications it is
common to reduce the number of chords to 24, treating all chords as either major or minor
rooted in one of the 12 pitch classes. However, this comes with the compromise of conflating
chords that bear very different transition dynamics. For example, even though I64 is an
inversion of I, it serves a very different function in a cadence. Moreover, as our goal is to
make adventurous chord recommendations, we need to be able to model how rare inversions
and extensions are used. Hence, we keep all the chord attributes as annotated, which for
example results in 92 unique chord symbols in the Bach corpus.

Figure 3.2: The occurrence count distribution of chords in roman numerals used in Bach
chorales as annotated by Tymoczko Tymoczko (2010) in the music21 Bach-chorale corpus
Cuthbert and Ariza (2010).
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⌅ 3.3.1 Model

To model chord transitions and similarities, we adapt a neural-network model from natural
language processing known as Word2Vec Mikolov et al. (2013) to the music domain as
Chord2Vec. This model learns chord embeddings from a corpus of chord sequences, placing
chords that are used in similar contexts nearby in a vector space. The learned embeddings
support substitutions between semantically similar chords. This allows chords that are rarely
or never seen in a particular musical context to be recommended if they are nearby in the
embedding to other chords that are commonly used in that musical context.

As shown in Figure 3.3, this model is a skip-gram neural network. Hyperparameter m
specifies the dimensionality of the continuous latent embedding, and w specifies the size of
the considered context. Latent embeddings of each chord are defined by matrices U , indexed
by the input chord, and V , which is indexed by t+ l, where �w  l  w indicates output
chord ct+l’s relative time position in a sequence with respect to the input chord ct.

H

ct

U

ct�2. . . ct�1

Vt�1

ct ct+1

Vt+1

ct+2 . . .

Figure 3.3: Skipgram neural network with window size w = 1.

We use ui to denote the vector representation of chord i. We use ct to refer to the chord
used at time t, and uct and vct to refer to the input embedding (U) and output embedding (V )
of the chord ct. Following Mikolov et al. (2013), we define p(ct+l|ct) as the softmax of the dot
product between a chord and its context, as in Eqn. (3.1), where �w  l  w. The training
objective of the model is to maximize the log-likelihood of all chord sequences independently,
as in Eqn. (3.2). Maximizing this objective has the side-effect of puttings chords used in
similar contexts close to each other in the input embedding U .
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Training data and exploratory experiments

To support ChordRipple, we trained Chord2Vec on a corpus of 200 Rock songs (all
transposed to C) from the Rolling Stone Top 500 Hits Temperley and Clercq (2013) containing
98 distinct chords, using latent dimension m = 10 and window size w = 1.

In our experiments, we use the two aforementioned annotated corpora, Bach Chorales

from music21 Cuthbert and Ariza (2010) annotated by Tymoczko Tymoczko (2010) and
The Rolling Stone: Top 200 corpus transcribed and annotated by Temperley and Clercq
Temperley and Clercq (2013). To model the rich palette of chord alterations, we retain all
chord attributes from the original chord annotations. We experiment with both transposing
chords to the key of C versus preserving the chords in their original keys. By transposing
we assume that key does not have a major influence on how chords are used. By keeping
songs in their original key one can also model key-specific trends at the expense of having
less counts on each chord.

Visualizing the axes of the latent embedding

To gain more intuition on how the latent embeddings capture musical semantics, we trained
a toy bigram version of Chord2Vec with hidden layer size m = 1 for ease of interpretation.
We reduced the number of chord symbols by requiring that they have at least 5 occurrences,
which left 30 chords. We can see that these 1-D embeddings approximately capture functional
harmony. In Figure 3.4, we see that chords close in U share similar target chords, for example,
V and viio chords and its inversions and seventh chords are closely related, as they are often
followed by some form of tonic chords. In Figure 3.5, chords close in V serve as similar target
chords, for example as a phrase moves into a cadence, chords that transition to a I64 are
likely to choose ii7 as an alternative or directly move to a V chord.
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Figure 3.4: The inputs weights U of the bigram Chord2Vec on the Bach chorales, with
latent embedding size m = 1. Some predominant and subdominant chords cluster on the left
while all the dominant chords cluster on the right.

Figure 3.5: The output weights V of the bigram Chord2Vec on the Bach chorales, with latent
embedding size m = 1. Tonic-like chords cluster on the left end while mostly predominant
and subdominant chords on the right

⌅ 3.3.2 Circle-of-fifths emerge from trained embedding

When training Chord2Vec on the Rock corpus with songs kept in their original keys, the
learned embedding exhibits topological properties that correspond to musical relationships.
The model had a hidden layer size of m = 10 and window size of w = 1. The x and y axes in
Figure 3.6 correspond respectively to the first two principal components of the projection
layer U . It shows that the major and minor chords are both arranged in the latent space in
shapes corresponding to the circle-of-fifths. One interpretation of this result is that the tonic
and dominant tension relationships are relatively strong in songs of all keys, causing them to
push each other apart, some stronger than others causing the angles of the polygon to be
different.

⌅ 3.4 ChordRipple

CR recommends a mix of adventurous and commonly-used chords based on the current
context. To recommend more adventurous chords, we use the latent embedding learned from
Chord2Vec to query chords that are the most similar to a composer’s current chord choice.

Following Mikolov et al. (2013), we define the similarity between chords through the
cosine distance of their embeddings vectors, as in Eqn. (3.3). Hence, given a chord ci, we can
query the embedding for the k closest chords to ci to recommend to users as substitutions,
by starting with Eqn. (3.4).
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Figure 3.6: The Chord2Vec projection layer U with hidden layer size m = 10 projected
onto its first two principal components. The model was trained on the Rock corpus with
songs kept in original key, and then. Major and minor chords are both arranged in the latent
space in shapes corresponding to the circle-of-fifths.

similarity(ci, cj) =
uT

cj
uci

||ucj || ||uci ||
(3.3)

mostSimilar(ci) = argmax
cj

similarity(ci, cj) (3.4)

These queried chords are not necessarily the most typical in the current musical context as
preference has been put on being similar to a composer’s current chord choice. To recommend
what is typical given a musical context, we learn a distribution P (ct|ct�1) using a simple
bigram model. Word2Vec also learns a similar probabilistic model, but conditioned on
both ct�1 and ct+1. For simplicity in the current implementation we adopt a bigram model
for these queries.
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⌅ 3.4.1 Ripples: multi-change recommendations

We call recommendations that affect more than one chord Ripples. A Ripple can help
smooth out transitions between chords, making it potentially easier for users to swap in more
adventurous chords. It can also give new ideas of how to move forward or backward from
a chord. The basic Ripple recommends both a substitution for the current chord (ct) and
also a reworking of its context. There are two steps involved in generating such Ripples.
First, the substitution (cs

t
) is generated either by querying the Chord2Vec embedding or

by inward conditioning on the current context, in this case (ct�1, ct+1). Next, the immediate
current context (ct�1, ct+1) can be reworked by conditioning on its larger outer context and
the newly substituted chord, (ct�2, cst , ct+2).

We can derive different kinds of ripples through a cascade of inward and outward condition-
als. For example, one can imagine regenerating the larger context {ct�2, ct+2} by conditioning
outward from the newly substituted context (cs

t�1, cst+1). For each of the conditioning and
substitution steps, we can also imagine sampling them to generate more variations.

We initially ranked the chord recommendations by the transition likelihood (Eqn. (3.2))
of the new sequence, using dynamic programming under the bigram model. Table 3.1 gives
an example of chord recommendations from CR when given the most basic chord progression,
C F G C. We clearly see that the recommendations from a purely ngram model are much
more conservative, consisting of mostly C and F chords, while word2vec is much more
adventurous, recommending chords that can help composers break out of commonly used
chords.

C F G C single sub, above triplet subs, above outward subs, below

N-gram C, F C F C F, C C F C C C G F, C Am G Am
Word2Vec Ab7, Dm7 C F Ab7 Cm, C C Dm G C F7 G B, C F/A G C7

Table 3.1: Comparison between chord recommendations from N-gram and Word2Vec the G
chord, third in the chord sequence C F G C. The chords in bold function as substitutions (sub)
for the original sequence. The labels above and below indicate where these recommendations
would appear relative to the input textbox in CR.

However, if we only consider how well the ripple recommendations flow in and out of the
substitution chord, we will be neglecting the original structure of the sequence. For example,
in Table 3.2, when regenerating the context for the chord F in the sequence C F Dm G C,
the smoothest path to transition into its substitutions F or F/A is to precede and follow it
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with the chord C. The result is not very exciting and by returning to C it breaks down the
phrase into two sub-phrases.

To preserve the original structure or add meaning variation to that structure, we need to
also consider the similarity of the chords in the regenerated context to that of the original.
This can be achieved by maximizing both the transitional likelihood between the substitution
chord, it’s regenerated immediate context and the larger original context and also the distance
between the immediate context to the substitution chord in the regenerated sequence and the
original sequence, as shown in Eqn. (3.5). We denote the new sequence with substitutions
as Cs and the original sequence as C, and use k1 and k2 to denote the start and end index
offsets for the sequence of substitution. � controls the balance between smooth transition
and similarity to original sequence. The is the Ripple recommendation implemented in the
second version of ChordRipple where we used � = 1.

cost(Cs,C) = �L(Cs) + � · sim(Cs,C) (3.5)

sim(Cs,C) =
X

�k1<l<k2

log similarity(cs
t+l

, ct+l) (3.6)

The example in Table 3.2 shows the advantages of this additional constraint. Not only
does it regenerate the context with chords that respect more the original function of the chord,
it also regenerates the context in a way that is stylistically consistent with the substitution
chord (using a seventh chord C7 to lead into F7).

Ripple method Generated sequence

Transition likelihood only C F/A C G C
C F7 C G C

Similarity to context Cm F/A Ab G C
C7 F7 D G C

Original sequence C F Dm G C

Table 3.2: Comparison between ripple recommendations that only take transition likelihood
into consideration when regenerating the context, versus recommendations that also consider
the similarity of the regenerated context to the original
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⌅ 3.4.2 User interface

To make it easier for composers to experiment with these recommendations, we designed a
user interface that allows composers to see alternatives in relation to their own choices, akin
to autocompletions. As users type their chord sequences into the input text box shown in
Figure 3.1, suggested chord sequences appear in parallel both above and below, with chord
changes highlighted in bold. Users can listen to how their chord sequence might sound if
they had chosen a particular suggested sequence. More typical chord recommendations are
near the text box, while more adventurous ones are at the fringes. Composers can use the
recommendations to help select the next chord, or they can go back to earlier chords and see
the bolded changes ripple backwards.

As shown in Figure 3.1, chord sequences below the text box are recommendations for
what can be changed around the current chord. For example, the first five rows below show
the top five typical continuations. The bottom two rows show how the chord before the most
recent chord be approached differently, which in step 2 of Figure 3.1 is the second chord in
the sequence. Cropped from above the text box are pairs of recommendations that include a
single substitution for the current chord and triple substitutions for the chord and its contexts.
The top half are the adventurous ones and the bottom half the typical. By clicking on the
Use button, users can easily replace their own chord sequence with one of the recommended.
A walk through of Figure 3.1 is given in the next section.

⌅ 3.5 User evaluations

We conducted two user studies in order to understand how CR impacts the compositional
process, each with different degrees of emphasis on external and internal validity. First,
we wanted to understand how music students would relate to the the tool, and in what
ways the tool can assist them in composing chord progressions. We also wanted to observe
if the tool can help students go beyond their usual palette of chords. In this exploratory
study, we asked students to use the tool to help them create variations of chord progressions
in their own music. They were hence more intrinsically motivated. For the second study,
we conducted a controlled experiment to specifically study the effects of adventurous and
Ripple recommendations respectively on the novelty of students’ chord progressions and their
satisfaction. Each student was asked to perform transformations on given chord sequences
with three design variations of CR.
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⌅ 3.5.1 Experiment 1: Structured observations

We want to understand how CR impacts the compositional process. What kind of goals and
expectations do composers have when working with the tool? How does the tool support or
alter their intentions? How do they choose between different chord recommendations? To
answer these questions, we took a structured-observation approach Garcia et al. (2014) to
our studies. We recruited 15 participants to use CR to further develop the chord progressions
they were working on for a piece. We logged their edit traces. We interviewed the participants
both before and after the composing task. For the last ten participants, we audio-recorded
and transcribed their interviews, and screen captured their interactions with CR.

Participants

We recruited 14 undergraduate music students and a graduate student in the applied sciences
with an interest in music. The total of 15 participants included five females and ten males. We
paid them $10 each for a 55-minute study session. Fourteen participants were undergraduate
music students from three local universities. All the music students had some composing
experience, ranging from composing for harmonization assignments in music theory classes
to writing their own symphonic pieces. Most students played either the guitar or the piano,
and used the instrument as a means to composing chord sequences. Most students composed
roughly in the genres of pop, rock and jazz, or with traditional classical harmonies.

The composition tasks

We asked each participant to bring in a piece that they were currently working on that
involved chord progressions. We suggested three possible tasks for using our tool: (1) to
create variations of their existing chord sequences, (2) to use a few chords from their chord
sequences as a seed to growing a new sequence, (3) to compose a new chord sequence from
scratch. These tasks were structured enough to provides us with some degree of uniformity for
comparison and generalization across participants, but still open enough to support individual
expression.

Procedure

Each participant was asked to bring their scores and sketches of a current piece they were
working on, with the chord progressions they used in guitar-tablature-like notation. Each
session began with a short semi-structured interview on their background in music, how
they compose, the role of chords in their music. They were then asked to walk-through
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how they composed the piece that they brought in. After the initial questions, participants
were introduced to CR. To familiarize them with the chord notation used by the interface,
participants were asked to type in the chords sequences that they brought in. We then
suggested to them three possible short compositional tasks to perform with CR, which we
will further outline below. Depending on how much time a participant took to complete the
first task, each participant typically completed one to two of the tasks. During the task,
participants were asked to adopt a think-aloud protocol. To further understand why and
how participants were making decisions at particular moments, we interjected with probing
questions. After each task, we conducted a short semi-structured interview for retrospective
verbal accounts of how they felt the tool had impacted their creative process.

Two detailed walkthrough of ChordRipple usage

We start by walking through a long and short example to illustrate how composers use the
tool, how they make decisions, and the impact of the tool on their creative process and the
creative outcome.

Composing a second phrase as a variation

Participant 7 (P7) came in with the following chord progression for a minimalistic piece,
where this sequence would be looped: C Am Dm F C+. He wanted to explore what else he
could do with it. Before he started, he decided he wanted to keep the sound of the augmented
chord C+ at the end to preserve the identity of the phrase, but “break out of the really
diatonic stuff in the middle”. When seeking substitutions for the second chord, he manually
replaced Am with Em, which are both possible tonic substitutions that can function as tonic
prolongations of C. In this case the composer explored closely related chords, while the tool
suggested a more unusual alternative Bb.

C Bb Dm F C+: “This one is not diatonic, [it makes] an aggressive shift, which I
like. I feel like that’s something that could be used as a climatic sudden moment
not so much as a thing that can be repeated”.

Even though he liked the effect of Bb, it was not appropriate for the current context as
the chord sequence at stake was supposed to be looped, but the suggested chord was meant
to be a one-time “sudden surprise change”. He then reverted back to the second chord being
Am. Figure 3.7 shows the alternatives recommended by the tool. The chord recommendations
Fmaj7/C and Fmaj7 on the top two row are the chords that are most similar to Am according
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to the Word2Vec model. In this case, these chords are also mutually similar, being inversions
of each other. The bottom two chords, Em and F, are the most likely chords given the current
surrounding context being C and Dm. In roman numerals, they would be I iii ii and I IV

ii, the latter being more common than the former. The composer eventually chose Fmaj7/C,
which holds the bass note of the previous chord C. He liked that the chord was an inversion
and that it was a major 7 chord, saying “It’s a good sound. It’s different from what I am
using”.

Figure 3.7: Chord recommendations for Am, the second chord in the sequence C Am Dm
F C+. The top two rows are SIM type recommendations, while the bottom two rows are
In-ripples.

At the end, the composer came up with two new phrases for his piece, C Fmaj7/C Gm7
F C+ and C Fmaj7/C Bb C Cm G. For the second to the last chord, he chose Cm because
he realized it links to two phrases with an interesting internal logic, that is, C “opened” up to
go to C+ in the first phrase, while in the second phrase C went in the opposite direction and
“contracted” to Cm. The tool gave him “ideas of ways to move forward in the piece, previously
I just had this as a repeating progression”. He felt the chord sequences were consistent with
his style in a way that they bore “grains of progression” that [he] uses a lot, but at the
same time the tool helped him go beyond the ordinary. The tool helped him to explore the
in-between space:

“If I am trying to come up with something tonal but [with] variation . . . I have
difficulty. It’s either really tonal or its not and I am not good at the in between,
sort of like tonal but breaks free, so that’s I think what I accomplished here a
little bit”.

Using Ripples to change what was fixed

Participant 8 (P8) came in with a 12-chord long sequence. He had come up with the first two
chords, CM7 Em7, on the guitar and he “felt like [he] could go somewhere with it” and that he
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could “really make that build”. But when he went to the piano, it took “a different direction”.
For the study, we decided to start with the same two chords, CM7 Em7, and see what

other directions the tool would take it to. The composer initially worked forward, exploring
continuations (Figure 3.1 step 2), and then chose Dm7 as the third chord. In Figure 3.1 step

3, he continued to work forward, and marked the most untypical continuation as the most

creative . But upon seeing that there were also recommendations for how to change the
existing chords (bottom four rows), he chose CM7 Bm7 Dm7, which replaced the original second
chord Em7 with Bm7 (result shown in Figure 3.1 step 4). This recommendation was based on
its surrounding chords CM7 and Dm7. Note that Dm7 was a chord inspired by the tool earlier.

Even though the composer originally thought of the first two chords as fixed, he was
flexible and open to changing them when he saw a substitution he liked. This example also
illustrates how the tool could inspire a cascade of changes.

Overall expectations and attitudes towards ChordRipple

Participants’ reactions to CR were mixed. We give a few brief examples of how participants
reacted to CR for the different tasks. For the task of seeking variation to an existing chord
sequence, we saw two contrasting intentions from composers. For example, P14 was open
to new ideas of how the sequence could be varied: “I was more open to changing up the
direction of it or the feeling of it”. Meanwhile, for P7, it was the opposite. He had a more
specific idea about what the desired variations would sound like and how they would relate
back to the original sequence: “[I am] more picky about how I am changing it. [It] took longer
[than composing from scratch] to go through [the chord recommendations] and find the right
chord”.

For the task of starting from scratch, we also saw two contrasting experiences. For example,
P7 felt that composing with CR was much faster than improvising on a piano: “I like it when
I’m composing from scratch. I have less an idea of what I want, hearing what’s next, makes
the process quicker”. In contrast, P15 found it difficult to generate a chord sequence from
scratch, partly because this way of working was foreign to him. He usually writes songs by
collaborating with his friend who would first compose a melody and pass it on to him, and
he then would come up with chords to accompany it.

Choosing between chord recommendations in ChordRipple

There are often several different levels of decisions at play when a composer is trying to
decide which chord to choose. For example, Delalande (2007) outlined four decision levels in
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a compositional process, which consists of the objective, the musical idea, grammaticality
and technical aspects. Moreover, a composer’s decision-making criteria are dependent on the
stage she is in in the compositional process and also where she is structurally in the piece.
Furthermore, a composer might be trying specifically to find the chords she is hearing in her
mind [P9] or be open to new ideas [P14].

The different decision levels are often interconnected. A composer may have an overall
objective of “breaking out of diatonic harmony” [P7]. Similarly, P14 says “I’m looking more
for less conventional chords”. These aesthetic aspirations can impact what composers consider
as grammatically plausible. On the other hand, a certain chord may work well grammatically
but “changes feel” [P14], changes what the phrase is expressing. This elevates the level of
decision to that of the musical idea.

When choosing between recommendations in CR, composers often anticipate what subse-
quent changes or continuations may be needed. For example, choosing one chord may lead to
the need to change the next two chords [P14] because it does not flow well into those two
chords which are themselves a unit. P1 struggled between a chord she liked more but would
require more work to complete the phrase, versus a chord that would conclude the phrase
immediately.

Impact of ChordRipple on the composition process

Upon first encountering the tool, many participants felt compelled to listen to all of the
recommendations. P14 commented “I want to listen to all of them, even if it might not make
sense just looking at it, because why not, maybe it will spark something”. P15 felt the options
were too many and that it was hard to choose between them. It was “like too many ice-cream
flavours when you only want three”. In contrast, P9 said “I use this like an inspiration and so
seeing, having it suggest a ton of stuff to me, I was just like getting more information faster”.

Participants had different interpretations on the nature of the recommendations and their
effects. P9 described the tool as “yelling at you with things you won’t think about”, and when
he “sees something crazy, try it, get more crazy”. This sentiment was echoed in P6. Upon
seeing a chord recommendation that increased tension, she was inspired to want even “more
intensity, so [she] added a 7th’. P12 said the tool helped him “see where it can go from here”.
P9 likened the tool to a co-pilot that gives him validation when he sees the chords he wants
to try out among the suggested chords. Many composers were delighted to explore a wider
palette of out-of-key, extended, altered and inverted chords. P7 said the tool helped him stay
“out of straightforward diatonic space”, and that it suggested “new places to go”. While others
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found some of the out-of-key chords to be irrelevant: “It doesn’t go together. I just feel like
it’s random” [P14].

Let us zoom into out-of-key chords for a moment. Composers find it harder to workout
out-of-key chords manually: “It is hard to generate these chords without hearing how they
sound first” [P8]. CR helped composers imagine and hear how to transition to and from and
between out-of-key chords, making them more accessible.

“That’s a big jump for me to make in just a few chords, something I’m not able
to do on my own, play around and land there” [P7].

P7 pointed out that CR helped him infer which key he was in by suggesting continuations
that showed him “this is where you are going” [P7]. He said he would otherwise have forced
the sequence to end in the wrong key and destroyed it: “it saved me from myself”, said P7.

P8 described the experience of working with CR as faster than working things out in his
head, while P6 felt it was a much faster process then improvising on a piano:

“It is just faster, instead of doing that in my head, these are all the options that
make sense, just try them and see if one of these are what you are thinking about”
[P8].

The tool at times altered the workflow of the composer by inspiring new directions. For
example, P7 originally planned to fix the beginning and the end of the phrase and just work
on the middle. But upon seeing the chord recommendations for the middle chords, he chose
chords that suggested new directions which required the changing of the ending chords.

⌅ 3.5.2 Experiment 2: Controlled experiments

In contrast to the first study, we designed a controlled experiment to measure how the level
of adventurousness of chord recommendations and how Ripples respectively impact the
novelty of students’ chord progressions and their level of satisfaction.

Task, procedure, participants

The task was to transform a given 8-chord long progression to reflect the character and mood
of an image, such as Van Gogh’s Starry night. The participants were told that they would
not be evaluated on how well the chord progression reflects the image, but that they can see
the image as a source of inspiration.

The independent variable of this experiment was the recommendation type. We designed
three variations of ChordRipple: for the current active chord, recommends
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• Singleton-Typical: only single-chord substitutions that are the most typical given
the context

• Singleton-Adventurous: only single-chord substitutions that are similar to current
active chord but less typical in the given context

• Ripple: single-chord substitutions as in Singleton-Adventurous and also Ripple

substitutions that include them as the middle chord.

Each participant was first asked to complete a tutorial that involved trying out all the
functionality of ChordRipple. After completing the tutorial, each participant was asked to
complete all three conditions. The order of the conditions was randomized. Each condition
was paired with a different initial chord progression and image.

Similar to the first set of studies, we recruited 11 music student from local universities.
One student had to leave early for class and did not complete the study. The system crashed
for another student in the middle of a condition. At the end, we collected 9 complete logs.

Hypotheses

We test two hypotheses regarding how recommendation type might have an impact on the
novelty of chord sequences composed and students’ satisfaction.

• H1: Singleton-Atypical will result in more novel sequences (and higher satisfaction)
than Singleton-Typical

• H2:Ripple will result in more novel sequences (and higher satisfaction) than Singleton-

Atypical.

Design and analysis

We used a within-subjects design with one factor (recommendation type) with three levels
(Singleton-Typical, Singleton-Atypical, and Ripple). We measured two variables:
the user’s satisfaction with the chord progressions they composed on a 5-point Likert scale,
and also the novelty of their top-rated chord progression. We define novelty of a chord
progression c0..T�1 as the average of the inverse counts (as measured in the ROCK corpus)
of the constituent chords, as shown in Eqn. (3.7).

novelty(c0..T�1) =
1

T

T�1X

i=0

1

Nci

(3.7)
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We used the nonparametric Friedman test to first check if there are differences among the
different levels. If the test is significant, we then perform the planned pairwise comparisons
following the hypotheses and use the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to see if they
are statistically significant.

Main e↵ects and discussion

There was no effect of the recommendation type on the satisfaction of the student’s ratings on
their best chord progression. The means and standard deviations of the ratings in each of the
conditions are shown in Table 3.3. Note that the statistical tests computed are within-subjects
and the table is just for giving an overview on the distributions of students’ ratings.

Measure SingletonTypical SingletonAtypical Ripple

Self-rated satisfaction 4.5 (0.707) 4.06 (0.682) 4.222 (0.939)
Novelty 0.021 (0.035) 0.147 (0.091) 0.063 (0.085)

Table 3.3: The mean (standard deviation) of the two measures, self-rated satisfaction and
novelty, of student’s best chord sequence in the three conditions.

We did, however observe a main effect in recommendation type on the novelty of students’
best-rated chord progressions. The means and standard deviations of the novelty scores in
each of the conditions are shown in Table 3.3, again just to show the overall differences across
conditions. The Friedman’s test shows that there are differences in novelty among the three
conditions within subjects, and that the effect is significant (�2(2,N = 9) = 12.67, p = 0.0018).
We found that when composing with the Singleton-Atypical design variation of CR,
students generated chord progressions more novel than when using the Singleton-Typical

design. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test shows that this effect was statistically significant
(p = 0.0039), as shown in Table 3.4. Hence, this supports the novelty aspect of H1.

We did not observe a statistically significant effect for the pairRipple between Singleton-

Atypical (p = 0.0977). Hence, H2 is not supported. We also performed a post-hoc pairwise
comparison and found that the Ripple condition resulted in progressions that were more
novel than the Singleton-Typical and the effect was statistically significant (p = 0.0273).

These results show that recommending more adventurous chords can help students
compose more novel chord progressions. In particular, our chord embedding model was able
to make chord recommendations that help students go beyond the ordinary. We did not
observe that Ripples made it easier for students to incorporate more adventurous chords.
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SingletonTypical vs
SingletonAtypical

SingletonTypical vs
Ripple

SingleAtypical vs
Ripple

S = �22.50, p = 0.0039 S = �18.50, p = 0.0273 S = 14.50, p = 0.0977

Table 3.4: Comparisons on the novelty of student’s best chord sequence between all the
pairs of conditions, reporting the test statistic S and two-tailed significance p from the the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

We speculate that it is because Ripples tend to smooth things out and use less atypical
chords in a row. Moreover, novelty itself does not always lead to satisfying progressions. For
example, a chord progression may contain many novel chords but incoherent.

Furthermore, there are also many reasons why a Ripple might be chosen, beyond
smoothing out the transitions between the original context and recommended novel chord.
For example, a Ripple may be used because it is an interesting variation of the original
context, or because the Ripple changes more chords at once and allows users to more quickly
explore different ideas.

⌅ 3.6 Broader discussion and design implications

We have observed that CR had many positive effects on composers’ compositional process,
although the particular outcomes depended on the person and the details of the task they
were working on. Therefore, while this approach is overall helpful, a one-size-fits-all solution
is not optimal.

There are several factors that affect how adventurous the composer may want the chord
recommendations to be. First, a composer’s musical and stylistic aspirations would influence
their receptiveness to less frequently heard chords. For example, P3 described his goal as
writing a “poppy” song that would be easy to relate to, and wanted to use chords that the
general audience would find familiar. P5 was seeking chords that carried the sound typical of
a genre. Many other students had the goal of “breaking out”, and wanted to use chords that
would be less likely encountered if they were improvising on their instruments.

Also, adventurousness is contextual. P8 considered using a triad among a chord sequence
of mostly seventh chords as a bold move, as the triad really “stands out”. At other times, the
intention of the composer may be to find “something simple” so that it does not take away
from the other more “iconic moments” of the phrase [P8].

We specifically designed CR to provide suggestions ranging from very typical to very
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adventurous, so that it could accommodate the diverse needs of composers. However, CR

currently takes a fixed approach, splitting its recommendations to be half typical and half
adventurous, but composers at times wanted more of one kind. Composers sometimes found
some of the recommendations to be too similar to each other.

We propose that designers could include a mechanism that explicitly allows composers to
adjust how typical to adventurous they want the recommendations to be. Systems should
also allow composers to control the scope of diversity for recommendations, so that they
could adjust between widely exploring the chord palette versus zooming into the variations of
a particular sound. Furthermore, composers have different goals for different parts of a piece.
For example, the intention of “making it longer” versus “I’m trying to end here” would entail
very different chord recommendations. The former may include chords that open up new
directions while the latter would focus on chords that provide a resolution. We propose that
there could be a “knob” that allows users to control the amount of “tension” desired in the
chord recommendations. It may also be possible to automatically infer a composer’s intention
for “conclusiveness” based on the musical context and the chords she has explored so far. The
advantage of a knob is that it affords the user with more fine-grained control and the potential
to explore a wider range of possibilities iteratively. The advantage of inferred intentions is
that they can be used to automatically adapt the chord recommendations, allowing composers
to see only what is relevant and thus making the process of composing faster.
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Chapter 4

Coconet: Counterpoint by Convolution

Machine learning models of music typically break up the task of composition into a chrono-
logical process, composing a piece of music in a single pass from beginning to end. On the
contrary, human composers write music in a nonlinear fashion, scribbling motifs here and
there, often revisiting choices previously made. In order to better approximate this process, we
train a convolutional neural network to complete partial musical scores, and explore the use
of blocked Gibbs sampling as an analogue to rewriting. Neither the model nor the generative
procedure are tied to a particular causal direction of composition.

Our model is an instance of orderless Nade (Uria et al., 2014), which allows more direct
ancestral sampling. However, we find that Gibbs sampling greatly improves sample quality,
which we demonstrate to be due to some conditional distributions being poorly modeled.
Moreover, we show that even the cheap approximate blocked Gibbs procedure from Yao et al.
(2014) yields better samples than ancestral sampling, based on both log-likelihood and human
evaluation.

⌅ 4.1 Introduction

Counterpoint is the process of placing notes against notes to construct a polyphonic musical
piece (Fux, 1965). This is a challenging task, as each note has strong musical influences on its
neighbors and notes beyond. Human composers have developed systems of rules to guide their
compositional decisions. However, these rules sometimes contradict each other, and can fail
to prevent their users from going down musical dead ends. Statistical models of music, which
is our current focus, is one of the many computational approaches that can help composers
try out ideas more quickly, thus reducing the cost of exploration (Fernández and Vico, 2013).

Whereas previous work in statistical music modeling has relied mainly on sequence models
such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs (Baum and Petrie, 1966)) and Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs (Rumelhart et al., 1988)), we instead employ convolutional neural networks
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due to their invariance properties and emphasis on capturing local structure. Nevertheless,
they have also been shown to successfully model large-scale structure (van den Oord et al.,
2016; van den Oord et al.). Moreover, convolutional neural networks have shown to be
extremely versatile once trained, as demonstrated by a variety of creative uses such as
DeepDream (Mordvintsev et al., 2015) and style transfer (Gatys et al., 2016).

We introduce Coconet, a deep convolutional model trained to reconstruct partial scores.
Once trained, Coconet provides direct access to all conditionals of the form p(xi | xC)

where C selects a fragment of a musical score x and i /2 C is in its complement. Coconet

is an instance of deep orderless Nade (Uria et al., 2014), which learns an ensemble of
factorizations of the joint p(x), each corresponding to a different ordering. A related approach
is the multi-prediction training of deep Boltzmann machines (MP-DBM) (Goodfellow et al.,
2013), which also gives a model that can predict any subset of variables given its complement.

However, the sampling procedure for orderless Nade treats the ensemble as a mixture and
relies heavily on ordering. Sampling from an orderless Nade involves (randomly) choosing an
ordering, and sampling variables one by one according to the chosen ordering. This process
is called ancestral sampling, as the order of sampling follows the directed structure of the
model. We have found that this produces poor results for the highly structured and complex
domain of musical counterpoint.

Instead, we propose to use blocked-Gibbs sampling, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method
to sample from a joint probability distribution by repeatedly resampling subsets of variables
using conditional distributions derived from the joint probability distribution. An instance of
this was previously explored by Yao et al. (2014) who employed a Nade in the transition
operator for a Markov Chain, yielding a Generative Stochastic Network (GSN). The transition
consists of a corruption process that masks out a subset x¬C of variables, followed by a
process that independently resamples variables xi (with i /2 C) according to the distribution
p✓(xi | xC) emitted by the model with parameters ✓. Crucially, the effects of independent
sampling are amortized by annealing the probability with which variables are masked out.
Whereas Yao et al. (2014) treat their procedure as a cheap approximation to ancestral
sampling, we find that it produces superior samples. Intuitively, the resampling process
allows the model to iteratively rewrite the score, giving it the opportunity to correct its own
mistakes.

Coconet addresses the general task of completing partial scores; special cases of this
task include "bridging" two musical fragments, and temporal upsampling and extrapolation.
Figure 4.1 shows an example of Coconet populating a partial piano roll using blocked-
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Gibbs sampling. Code and samples are publically available.1 Our samples on a variety of
generative tasks such as rewriting, melodic harmonization and unconditioned polyphonic
music generation show the versatility of our model. In this work we focus on Bach chorales,
and assume four voices are active at all times. However, our model can be easily adapted to
the more general, arbitrarily polyphonic representation as used in Boulanger-Lewandowski
et al. (2012). Section 4.2 discusses related work in modeling music composition, with a focus
on counterpoint. The details of our model and training procedure are laid out in Section 4.3.
We discuss evaluation under the model in Section 4.3.2, and sampling from the model in
Section 4.4. Results of quantitative and qualitative evaluations are reported in Section 4.5.

1
Code: https://github.com/czhuang/coconet

Data: https://github.com/czhuang/JSB-Chorales-dataset

Samples: https://coconets.github.io/
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Figure 4.1: Blocked Gibbs inpainting of a corrupted Bach chorale by Coconet. At each
step, a random subset of notes is removed, and the model is asked to infer their values. New
values are sampled from the probability distribution put out by the model, and the process is
repeated. Left: annealed masks show resampled variables. Colors distinguish the four voices.
Middle: grayscale heatmaps show predictions p(xj | xC) summed across instruments. Right:
complete pianorolls after resampling the masked variables. Bottom: a sample from NADE
(left) and the original Bach chorale fragment (right).
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⌅ 4.2 Related work

Computers have been used since their early days for experiments in music composition. A
notable composition is the string quartet Illiac Suite by Hiller Jr and Isaacson (1957), which
experiments with statistical sequence models such as Markov chains. One challenge in adapting
such models is that music consists of multiple interdependent streams of events. Compare
this to typical sequence domains such as speech and language, which involve modeling a
single stream of events: a single speaker or a single stream of words. In music, extensive
theories in counterpoint have been developed to address the challenge of composing multiple
streams of notes that coordinate. One notable theory is due to Fux (1965) from the Baroque
period, which introduces species counterpoint as a pedagogical scheme to gradually introduce
students to the complexity of counterpoint. In first species counterpoint only one note is
composed against every note in a given fixed melody (cantus firmus), with all notes bearing
equal durations and the resulting vertical intervals consisting of only consonances.

Computer music researchers have taken inspiration from this pedagogical scheme by first
teaching computers to write species counterpoint as opposed to full-fledged counterpoint.
Farbood and Schöner (2001) uses Markov chains to capture transition probabilities of
different melodic and harmonic transitions rules. Herremans and Sörensen (2012, 2013) takes
an optimization approach by writing down an objective function that consists of existing rules
of counterpoint and using a variable neighbourhood search (VNS) algorithm to optimize it.

J.S. Bach chorales has been the main corpus in computer music that serves as a starting
point to tackle full-fledged counterpoint. A wide range of approaches have been used to
generate music in the style of Bach chorales, for example rule-based and instance-based
approaches such as the recombinancy method by Cope (1991). This method involves first
segmenting existing Bach chorales into smaller chunks based on music theory, analyzing their
function and stylistic signatures and then re-concatenating the chunks into new coherent
works. Other approaches range from constraint-based (Pachet and Roy, 2001) to statistical
methods (Conklin). In addition, Fernández and Vico (2013) gives a comprehensive survey of
AI methods used not just for generating Bach chorales, but also algorithmic composition in
general.

Sequence models such as HMMs and RNNs are natural choices for modeling music.
Successful application of such models to polyphonic music often requires serializing or
otherwise re-representing the music to fit the sequence paradigm. For instance, Liang (2016)
for BachBot serializes four-part Bach chorales by interleaving the parts, while Allan and
Williams (2005) construct a chord vocabulary. Boulanger-Lewandowski et al. (2012) adopt
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a piano roll representation, a binary matrix x where xit = 1 iff some instrument is playing
pitch i at time t. To model the joint probability distribution of the multi-hot pitch vector xt,
they employ a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM (Smolensky, 1986; Hinton et al., 2006))
or Neural Autoregressive Distribution Estimator (NADE (Larochelle and Murray, 2011)) at
each time step. Similarly Goel et al. (2014) employ a Deep Belief Network (Hinton et al.,
2006) on top of an RNN.

Hadjeres et al. (2016) instead employ an undirected Markov model to learn pairwise
relationships between neighboring notes up to a specified number of steps away in a score.
Sampling involves Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) using the model as a Metropolis-
Hastings (MH) objective. The model permits constraints on the state space to support tasks
such as melody harmonization. However, the Markov assumption can limit the expressivity
of the model.

Hadjeres et al. (2017) for DeepBach model note predictions by breaking down its full
context into three parts, with the past and the future modeled by stacked LSTMs going in
the forward and backward directions respectively, and the present harmonic context modeled
by a third neural network. The three are then combined by a fourth neural network and used
in Gibbs sampling for generation.

Lattner et al. (2018) imposes higher-level structure by interleaving selective Gibbs sampling
on a convolutional RBM and gradient descent that minimizes cost to template piece on
features such as self-similarity. This procedure itself is wrapped in simulated annealing to
ensure steps do not lower the solution quality too much.

We opt for an orderless Nade training procedure which enables us to train a mixture of
all possible directed models simultaneously. Finally, an approximate blocked Gibbs sampling
procedure (Yao et al., 2014) allows fast generation from the model.

⌅ 4.3 Model

We employ machine learning techniques to obtain a generative model of musical counterpoint
in the form of piano rolls. Given a dataset of observed musical pieces x(1) . . .x(n) posited to
come from some true distribution p(x), we introduce a model p✓(x) with parameters ✓. In
order to make p✓(x) close to p(x), we maximize the data log-likelihood

P
i
log p✓(x(i)) (an

approximation of Ex⇠p(x) log p✓(x)) by stochastic gradient descent.
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⌅ 4.3.1 Orderless NADE

The joint distribution p(x) over D variables x1 . . .xD is often difficult to model directly
and hence we construct our model p✓(x) from simpler factors. In the Nade (Larochelle and
Murray, 2011) framework, the joint p✓(x) is factorized autoregressively, one variable at a
time, according to some ordering o = o1 . . . oD, such that

p✓(x) =
Y

d

p✓(xod
| xo<d

). (4.1)

For example, it can be factorized in chronological order:

p✓(x) = p✓(x1)p✓(x2|x1) . . . p✓(xD|xD�1 . . .x1) (4.2)

In general, Nade permits any one fixed ordering, and although all orderings are equivalent
from a theoretical perspective, they differ in practice due to effects of optimization and
approximation. Instead, we can train Nade for all orderings o simultaneously using the
orderless Nade (Uria et al., 2014) training procedure. This procedure relies on the observation
that, thanks to parameter sharing, computing p✓(xod0 | xo<d

) for all d0 � d is no more expensive
than computing it only for d0 = d.2 Hence for a given o and d we can simultaneously obtain
partial losses for all orderings that agree with o up to d:

L(x; o<d, ✓) = �
X

od

log p✓(xod
| xo<d

, o<d, od) (4.3)

An orderless Nade model offers direct access to all distributions of the form p✓(xi|xC)

conditioned on any set of contextual variables xC = xo<d
that might already be known.

This gives us a very flexible generative model; in particular, we can use these conditional
distributions to complete arbitrarily partial musical scores.

To train the model, we sample a training example x and context C such that |C| ⇠ U(1, D),
and update ✓ based on the gradient of the loss given by Equation 4.3. This loss consists
of D � d+ 1 terms, each of which corresponds to one ordering. To ensure all orderings are
trained evenly we must reweight the gradients by 1/(D� d+ 1). This correction, due to Uria
et al. (2014), ensures consistent estimation of the joint negative log-likelihood log p✓(x).

In this work, the model p✓(x) is implemented by a deep convolutional neural net-
work (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). We represent the music as a stack of piano rolls encoded in a

2Here xo<d is used as shorthand for variables xo1 . . .xod�1 that occur earlier in the ordering.
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binary three-dimensional tensor x 2 {0, 1}I⇥T⇥P . Here I denotes the number of instruments,
T the number of time steps, P the number of pitches, and xi,t,p = 1 iff the ith instrument
plays pitch p at time t. We will assume each instrument plays exactly one pitch at a time,
that is,

P
p
xi,t,p = 1 for all i, t.

Our focus is on four-part Bach chorales as used in prior work (Allan and Williams, 2005;
Boulanger-Lewandowski et al., 2012; Goel et al., 2014; Liang, 2016; Hadjeres et al., 2016).
Hence we assume I = 4 throughout. We constrain ourselves to only the range that appears in
our training data (MIDI pitches 36 through 88). Time is discretized at the level of 16th notes
for similar reasons. To curb memory requirements, we enforce T = 128 by randomly cropping
the training examples.

Given a training example x ⇠ p(x), we present the model with values of only a strict
subset of its elements xC = {x(i,t) | (i, t) 2 C} and ask it to reconstruct its complement x¬C .
The input h0 2 {0, 1}2I⇥T⇥P is obtained by masking the piano rolls x to obtain the context
xC and concatenating this with the corresponding mask:

h0
i,t,p

= (i,t)2Cxi,t,p (4.4)

h0
I+i,t,p

= (i,t)2C (4.5)

where the time and pitch dimensions are treated as spatial dimensions to convolve over.
Each instrument’s piano roll h0

i
and mask h0

I+i is treated as a separate channel and convolved
independently.

With the exception of the first and final layers, all convolutions preserve the size of the
hidden representation. That is, we use “same” padding throughout and all activations have
the same number of channels H, such that hl 2 RH⇥T⇥P for all 1 < l < L. Throughout our
experiments we used L = 64 layers and H = 128 channels. After each convolution we apply
batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) (denoted by BN(·)) with statistics tied across
time and pitch. Batch normalization rescales activations at each layer to have mean � and
standard deviation �, which greatly improves optimization. After every second convolution,
we introduce a skip connection from the hidden state two levels below to reap the benefits of
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residual learning (He et al., 2016).

al = BN(Wl ⇤ hl�1; �l, �l) (4.6)

hl =

8
>><

>>:

ReLU(al + hl�2)

if 3 < l < L� 1 and l mod 2 = 0

ReLU(al) otherwise

hL = aL (4.7)

The final activations hL 2 RI⇥T⇥P are passed through the softmax function to obtain
predictions for the pitch at each instrument/time pair:

p✓(xi,t,p | xC , C) =
exp(hL

i,t,p
)

P
p
exp(hL

i,t,p
)

(4.8)

The loss function from Equation 4.3 is then given by

L(x;C, ✓) = �
X

(i,t)/2C

log p✓(xi,t | xC , C) (4.9)

= �
X

(i,t)/2C

X

p

xi,t,p log p✓(xi,t,p | xC , C)

where p✓ denotes the probability under the model with parameters ✓ = W1, �1, �1, . . . ,

WL�1, �L�1, �L�1. We train the model by minimizing

Ex⇠p(x)EC⇠p(C)
1

|¬C|L(x;C, ✓) (4.10)

with respect to ✓ using stochastic gradient descent with step size determined by Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2014). The expectations are estimated by sampling piano rolls x from the training
set and drawing a single context C per sample.

⌅ 4.3.2 Loss formulation

The log-likelihood of a given example is computed according to Algorithm 2 by repeated
application of Equation 4.8. Evaluation occurs one frame at a time, within which the model
conditions on its own predictions and does not see the ground truth. Unlike notewise teacher-
forcing, where the ground truth is injected after each prediction, the framewise evaluation is
thus sensitive to accumulation of error. This gives a more representative measure of quality
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of the generative model. For each example, we repeat the evaluation process a number of
times to average over multiple orderings, and finally average across frames and examples. For
chronological evaluation, we draw only orderings that have the tls in increasing order.

Algorithm 2 Framewise log-likelihood evaluation
Given a piano roll x
Lm,i,t  0 for all m, i, t
for multiple orderings m = 0 . . .M do

C  ;, bx  x
Sample an ordering t1, t2 . . . tT over frames
for l = 0 . . . T do

Sample an ordering i1, i2 . . . iI over instruments
for k = 0 . . . I do

⇡p  p✓(xik,tl,p
| bxC , C) for all p

Lm,ik,tl
 

P
p
xik,tl,p

log ⇡p

bxik,tl
⇠ Cat(P, ⇡)

C  C [ (ik, tl)
end for
bxC  xC

end for
end for
return � 1

T

P
t
log 1

M

P
m
exp

P
i
Lm,i,t

⌅ 4.4 Sampling

We can sample from the model using the orderless Nade ancestral sampling procedure, in
which we first sample an ordering and then sample variables one by one according to the
ordering. However, we find that this yields poor samples, and we propose instead to use
Gibbs sampling.

⌅ 4.4.1 Orderless NADE sampling

Sampling according to orderless Nade involves first randomly choosing an ordering and
then sampling variables one by one according to the chosen ordering. We use an equivalent
procedure in which we arrive at a random ordering by at each step randomly choosing
the next variable to sample. We start with an empty (zero everywhere) piano roll x0 and
empty context C0 and populate them iteratively by the following process. We feed the
piano roll xs and context Cs into the model to obtain a set of categorical distributions
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p✓(xi,t|xs

Cs , Cs) for (i, t) /2 Cs. As the xi,t are not conditionally independent, we cannot simply
sample from these distributions independently. However, if we sample from one of them, we
can compute new conditional distributions for the others. Hence we randomly choose one
(i, t)s+1 /2 Cs to sample from, and let xs+1

i,t
equal the one-hot realization. Augment the context

with Cs+1 = Cs [ (i, t)s+1 and repeat until the piano roll is populated. This procedure is
easily generalized to tasks such as melody harmonization and partial score completion by
starting with a nonempty piano roll.

Unfortunately, samples thus generated are of low quality, which we surmise is due to
accumulation of errors. This is a well-known weakness of autoregressive models. Venkatraman
et al. (2015); Bengio et al. (2015); Huszár (2015); Lamb et al. (2016) While the model provides
conditionals p✓(xi,t|xC , C) for all (i, t) /2 C, some of these conditionals may be better modeled
than others. We suspect in particular those conditionals used early on in the procedure, for
which the context C consists of very few variables. Moreover, although the model is trained to
be order-agnostic, different orderings invoke different distributions, which is another indication
that some conditionals are poorly learned. We test this hypothesis in Section 4.5.2.

⌅ 4.4.2 Gibbs sampling

To remedy this, we allow the model to revisit its choices: we repeatedly mask out some part
of the piano roll and then repopulate it. This is a form of blocked Gibbs sampling Liu (1994).
Blocked sampling is crucial for mixing, as the high temporal resolution of our representation
causes strong correlations between consecutive notes. For instance, without blocked sampling,
it would take many steps to snap out of a long-held note. Similar considerations hold for the
Ising model from statistical mechanics, leading to the Swendsen-Wang algorithm Swendsen
and Wang (1987) in which large clusters of variables are resampled at once.

We consider two strategies for resampling a given block of variables: ancestral sampling and
independent sampling. Ancestral sampling invokes the orderless Nade sampling procedure
described in Section 4.4.1 on the masked-out portion of the piano roll. Independent sampling
simply treats the masked-out variables x¬C as independent given the context xC .

Using independent blocked Gibbs to sample from a Nade model has been studied by Yao
et al. (2014), who propose to use an annealed masking probability ↵n = max(↵min,↵max �
n(↵max�↵min)/(⌘N)) for some minimum and maximum probabilities ↵min,↵max, total number
of Gibbs steps N and fraction ⌘ of time spent before settling onto the minimum probability
↵min. Initially, when the masking probability is high, the chain mixes fast but samples are poor
due to independent sampling. As ↵n decreases, the blocked Gibbs process with independent
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resampling approaches standard Gibbs where one variable at a time is resampled, thus
amortizing the effects of independent sampling. N is a hyperparameter which as a rule of
thumb we set equal to IT ; it can be set lower than that to save computation at a slight loss
of sample quality.

Yao et al. (2014) treat independent blocked Gibbs as a cheap approximation to ances-
tral sampling. Whereas plain ancestral sampling (4.4.1) requires O(IT ) model evaluations,
ancestral blocked Gibbs requires a prohibitive O(ITN) model evaluations and independent
Gibbs requires only O(N), where N can be chosen to be less than IT . Moreover, we find
that independent blocked Gibbs sampling in fact yields better samples than plain ancestral
sampling.

⌅ 4.5 Experiments

We evaluate our approach on a popular corpus of four-part Bach chorales. While the literature
features many variants of this dataset Allan and Williams (2005); Boulanger-Lewandowski et al.
(2012); Liang (2016); Hadjeres et al. (2016), we report results on that used by Boulanger-
Lewandowski et al. (2012). As the quarter-note temporal resolution used by Boulanger-
Lewandowski et al. (2012) is frankly too coarse to accurately convey counterpoint, we also
evaluate on eighth-note and sixteenth-note quantizations of the same data.

It should be noted that quantitative evaluation of generative models is fundamentally
hard Theis et al. (2016). The gold standard for evaluation is qualitative comparison by
humans, and we therefore report human evaluation results as well.

⌅ 4.5.1 Data log-likelihood

Table 4.1 compares the framewise log-likelihood of the test data under variants of our model
and those reported in Boulanger-Lewandowski et al. (2012). We find that the temporal
resolution has a dramatic influence on the performance, which we suspect is an artifact of the
performance metric. The log-likelihood is evaluated by teacher-forcing, that is, the prediction
of a frame is conditioned on the ground truth of all previously predicted frames. As temporal
resolution increases, chord changes become increasingly rare, and the model is increasingly
rewarded for simply holding notes over time.

We evaluate Coconet on both chronological and random orderings, in both cases
averaging likelihoods across an ensemble of M = 5 orderings. The chronological orderings
differ only in the ordering of instruments within each frame. We see in Table 4.1 that fully
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random orderings lead to significantly better performance. We believe the members of the
more diverse random ensemble are more mutually complementary. For example, a forward
ordering is uncertain at the beginning of a piece and more certain toward the end, whereas a
backward ordering is more certain at the beginning and less certain toward the end.

⌅ 4.5.2 Sample quality

In Section 4.4 we conjectured that the low quality of Nade samples is due to poorly modeled
conditionals p✓(xi,t | xC , C) where C is small. We test this hypothesis by evaluating the
likelihood under the model of samples generated by the ancestral blocked Gibbs procedure
with C chosen according to independent Bernoulli variables. When we set the inclusion
probability ⇢ to 0, we obtain Nade. Increasing ⇢ increases the expected context size |C|,
which should yield better samples if our hypothesis is true. The results shown in Table 4.2
confirm that this is the case. For these experiments, we used sample length T = 32 time steps
and number of Gibbs steps N = 100.

Figure 4.2 shows the convergence behavior of the various Gibbs procedures, averaged over
100 runs. We see that for low values of ⇢ (small C), the chains hardly make progress beyond
Nade in terms of likelihood. Higher values of ⇢ (large C) enable the model to get off the
ground and reach significantly better likelihood.

Model Temporal resolution
quarter eighth sixteenth

Nade Boulanger-Lewandowski et al. (2012) 7.19
RNN-RBM Boulanger-Lewandowski et al. (2012) 6.27
RNN-Nade Boulanger-Lewandowski et al. (2012) 5.56
RNN-Nade (our implementation) 5.03 3.78 2.05
Coconet (chronological) 7.79± 0.09 4.21± 0.05 2.22± 0.03
Coconet (random) 5.03± 0.06 1.84± 0.02 0.57± 0.01

Table 4.1: Framewise negative log-likelihoods (NLLs) on the Bach corpus. We compare
against Boulanger-Lewandowski et al. (2012), who used quarter-note resolution. We also
compare on higher temporal resolutions (eighth notes, sixteenth notes), against our own
reimplementation of RNN-Nade. Coconet is an instance of orderless Nade, and as such
we evaluate it on random orderings. However, the baselines support only chronological frame
ordering, and hence we evaluate our model in this setting as well.
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Sampling scheme Framewise NLL
Ancestral Gibbs, ⇢ = 0.00 (Nade) 1.09± 0.06
Ancestral Gibbs, ⇢ = 0.05 1.08± 0.06
Ancestral Gibbs, ⇢ = 0.10 0.97± 0.05
Ancestral Gibbs, ⇢ = 0.25 0.80± 0.04
Ancestral Gibbs, ⇢ = 0.50 0.74± 0.04
Independent Gibbs Yao et al. (2014) 0.52± 0.01

Table 4.2: Mean (± SEM) NLL under model of unconditioned samples generated from model
by various schemes.

Figure 4.2: Likelihood under the model for ancestral Gibbs samples obtained with various
context distributions p(C). Nade (Bernoulli(0.00)) is included for reference.

⌅ 4.5.3 Human evaluations

To further compare the sample quality of different sampling procedures, we carried out a
listening test on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk). The procedures include orderless Nade

ancestral sampling and independent Gibbs Yao et al. (2014), with each we generate four
unconditioned samples of eight-measure lengths from empty piano rolls. To have an absolute
reference for the quality of samples, we include first eight measures of four random Bach
chorale pieces from the validation set. Each fragment lasts thirty-four seconds after synthesis.

For each MTurk hit, participants are asked to rate on a Likert scale which of the two
random samples they perceive as more Bach-like. A total of 96 ratings were collected, with
each source involved in 64 (=96*2/3) pairwise comparisons. Figure 4.3 shows the number
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Figure 4.3: Human evaluations from MTurk on how many times a sampling procedure or
Bach is perceived as more Bach-like. Error bars show the standard deviation of a binomial
distribution fitted to each’s binary win/loss counts.

of times each source was perceived as closer to Bach’s style. We perform a Kruskal-Wallis
H test on the ratings, �2(2) = 12.23, p < 0.001, showing there are statistically significant
differences between models. A post-hoc analysis using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test with
Bonferroni correction showed that participants perceived samples from independent Gibbs as
more Bach-like than ancestral sampling (Nade), p < 0.05/3. This confirms the loglikelihood
comparisons on sample quality in 4.5.2 that independent Gibbs produces better samples.
There was also a significance difference between Bach and ancestral samples but not between
Bach and independent Gibbs.

⌅ 4.6 Conclusion

We introduced a convolutional approach to modeling musical scores based on the orderless
Nade Uria et al. (2016) framework. Our experiments show that the Nade ancestral sampling
procedure yields poor samples, which we have argued is because some conditionals are not
captured well by the model. We have shown that sample quality improves significantly when
we use blocked Gibbs sampling to iteratively rewrite parts of the score. Moreover, annealed
independent blocked Gibbs sampling as proposed by Yao et al. (2014) is not only faster but
in fact produces better samples.
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Chapter 5

Music Transformer:

Self-attention based music generation

Music relies heavily on repetition to build structure and meaning. Self-reference occurs on
multiple timescales, from motifs to phrases to reusing of entire sections of music, such as
in pieces with ABA structure. The Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), a sequence model
based on self-attention, has achieved compelling results in many generation tasks that require
maintaining long-range coherence. This suggests that self-attention might also be well-suited
to modeling music. In musical composition and performance, however, relative timing is
critically important. Existing approaches for representing relative positional information in
the Transformer modulate attention based on pairwise distance (Shaw et al., 2018). This is
impractical for long sequences such as musical compositions because their memory complexity
for intermediate relative information is quadratic in the sequence length. We propose an
algorithm that reduces their intermediate memory requirement to linear in the sequence
length. This enables us to demonstrate that a Transformer with our modified relative attention
mechanism can generate minute-long compositions (thousands of steps) with compelling
structure, generate continuations that coherently elaborate on a given motif, and in a seq2seq
setup generate accompaniments conditioned on melodies1. We evaluate the Transformer with
our relative attention mechanism on two datasets, JSB Chorales and Maestro, and obtain
state-of-the-art results on the latter.

⌅ 5.1 Introduction

A musical piece often consists of recurring elements at various levels, from motifs to phrases
to sections such as verse-chorus. To generate a coherent piece, a model needs to reference

1Samples are available for listening at
https://goo.gl/magenta/music-transformer-examples.
Later blog post at https://magenta.tensorflow.org/music-transformer
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elements that came before, sometimes in the distant past, and then repeat, vary, and further
develop them to create contrast and surprise. Intuitively, self-attention (Parikh et al., 2016)
could be a good match for this task. Self-attention over its own previous outputs allows an
autoregressive model to access any part of the previously generated output at every step
of generation. By contrast, recurrent neural networks have to learn to proactively store
elements to be referenced in a fixed size state or memory, making training potentially much
more difficult. We believe that repeating self-attention in multiple, successive layers of a
Transformer decoder (Vaswani et al., 2017) can help capture the multiple levels at which
self-referential phenomena exist in music.

In its original formulation, the Transformer relies on absolute position representations,
using either positional sinusoids or learned position embeddings that are added to the per-
position input representations. Recurrent and convolutional neural networks instead model
position in relative terms: RNNs through their recurrence over the positions in their input,
and CNNs by applying kernels that effectively choose which parameters to apply based on
the relative position of the covered input representations.

Music has multiple dimensions along which relative differences arguably matter more
than their absolute values; the two most prominent are timing and pitch. To capture such
pairwise relations between representations, Shaw et al. (2018) introduce a relation-aware
version of self-attention which they use successfully to modulate self-attention by the distance
between two positions. We extend this approach to capture relative timing and optionally
also pitch, which yields improvement in both sample quality and perplexity for the JSB
Chorales dataset. As opposed to the original Transformer, samples from a Transformer with
our relative attention mechanism maintain the regular timing grid present in this dataset.
The model furthermore captures global timing, giving rise to regular phrases.

The original formulation of relative attention (Shaw et al., 2018) requires O(L2D) memory
where L is the sequence length and D is the dimension of the model’s hidden state. This is
prohibitive for long sequences such as those found in the Maestro dataset of human-performed
virtuosic, classical piano music (Hawthorne et al., 2019). In Section 5.3.4, we show how to
reduce the memory requirements to O(LD), making it practical to apply relative attention
to long sequences.

The Maestro dataset consists of MIDI recorded from performances of competition par-
ticipants, bearing expressive dynamics and timing on a less than 10-millisecond granularity.
Discretizing time in a fixed grid on such a resolution would yield unnecessarily long sequences
as not all events change on the same timescale. We hence adopt a sparse, MIDI-like, event-
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based representation from (Oore et al., 2018), allowing a minute of music with a 10-millisecond
resolution to be represented at lengths around 2K. This is in contrast to a 6K to 18K length
that would be needed on a serialized multi-attribute fixed-grid representation. As position
in sequence no longer corresponds to time, a priori it is not obvious that relative attention
should work as well with such a representation. However, we will show in Section 5.4.3 that
it does improve perplexity and sample quality over strong baselines.

We speculate that idiomatic piano gestures such as scales, arpeggios and other motifs all
exhibit a certain grammar and recur periodically, hence knowing their relative positional
distances makes it easier to model this regularity. This inductive bias towards learning
relational information, as opposed to patterns based on absolute position, suggests that the
Transformer with relative attention could generalize beyond the lengths it was trained on,
which our experiments in Section 5.4.3 confirm.

⌅ 5.1.1 Contributions

Domain contributions We show the first successful use of Transformers in generating
music that exhibits long-term structure. Before our work, LSTMs were used at timescales of
15s (~500 tokens) of piano performances (Oore et al., 2018). Our work demonstrates that
Transformers not only achieve state-of-the-art perplexity on modeling these complex expressive
piano performances, but can also generate them at the scale of minutes (thousands of tokens)
with remarkable internal consistency. Our relative self-attention formulation is essential to
the model’s quality. In listening tests (see Section 5.4.4), samples from models with relative
self-attention were perceived as more coherent than the baseline Transformer model (Vaswani
et al., 2017). Relative attention not only enables Transformers to generate continuations that
elaborate on a given motif, but also to generalize and generate in consistent fashion beyond
the length it was trained on (see Section 5.4.3). In a seq2seq setup, Transformers can generate
accompaniments conditioned on melodies, enabling users to interact with the model.

Algorithmic contributions The space complexity of the relative self-attention mech-
anism in its original formulation (Shaw et al., 2018) made it infeasible to train on sequences
of sufficient length to capture long-range structure in longer musical compositions. To address
this, we present a crucial algorithmic improvement to the relative self-attention mechanism,
dramatically reducing its memory requirements from O(L2D) to O(LD). For example, the
memory consumption per layer is reduced from 8.5 GB to 4.2 MB (per head from 1.1 GB
to 0.52 MB) for a sequence of length L = 2048 and hidden-state size D = 512 (per head
Dh = D

H
= 64, where number of heads is H = 8) (see Table 5.1), allowing us to use GPUs to
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train the relative self-attention Transformer on long sequences.

⌅ 5.2 Related work

Sequence models have been the canonical choice for modeling music, from Hidden Markov
Models to RNNs and Long Short Term Memory networks (e.g., Eck and Schmidhuber, 2002;
Liang, 2016; Oore et al., 2018), to bidirectional LSTMs (e.g., Hadjeres et al., 2017). Successful
application of sequential models to polyphonic music often requires serializing the musical
score or performance into a single sequence, for example by interleaving different instruments
or voices. Alternatively, a 2D pianoroll-like representation (see 5.4.1 for more details) can be
decomposed into a sequence of multi-hot pitch vectors, and their joint probability distributions
can be captured using Restricted Boltzmann Machines (Smolensky, 1986; Hinton et al., 2006)
or Neural Autoregressive Distribution Estimators (NADE; Larochelle and Murray, 2011).
Pianorolls are also image-like and can be modeled by CNNs trained either as generative
adversarial networks (GAN; Goodfellow et al., 2014). (e.g., Dong et al., 2018) or as orderless
NADEs (Uria et al., 2014, 2016) (e.g., Huang et al., 2017).

Lattner et al. (2018) use self-similarity in style-transfer fashion, where the self-similarity
structure of a piece serves as a template objective for gradient descent to impose similar
repetition structure on an input score. Self-attention can be seen as a generalization of
self-similarity; the former maps the input through different projections to queries and keys,
and the latter uses the same projection for both.

Dot-product self-attention is the mechanism at the core of the Transformer, and several
recent works have focused on applying and improving it for image generation, speech, and
summarization (Parmar et al., 2018; Povey et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018). A key challenge
encountered by each of these efforts is scaling attention computationally to long sequences.
This is because the time and space complexity of self-attention grows quadratically in the
sequence length. For relative self-attention (Shaw et al., 2018) this is particularly problematic
as the space complexity also grows linearly in the dimension, or depth, of the per-position
representations.

⌅ 5.3 Model

⌅ 5.3.1 Data representations

We take a language-modeling approach to training generative models for symbolic music.
Hence we represent music as a sequence of discrete tokens, with the vocabulary determined
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by the dataset. Datasets in different genres call for different ways of serializing polyphonic
music into a single stream and also discretizing time.

The JSB Chorale dataset consists of four-part scored choral music, which can be represented
as a matrix where rows correspond to voices and columns to time discretized to sixteenth
notes. The matrix’s entries are integers that denote which pitch is being played. This matrix
can than be serialized in raster-scan fashion by first going down the rows and then moving
right through the columns (see 5.4.1 for more details). Compared to JSB Chorale, the piano
performance data in the Maestro dataset includes expressive timing information at much
finer granularity and more voices. For the Maestro dataset we therefore use the performance
encoding proposed by Oore et al. (2018) which consists of a vocabulary of 128 NOTE_ON events,
128 NOTE_OFFs, 100 TIME_SHIFTs allowing for expressive timing at 10ms and 32 VELOCITY

bins for expressive dynamics (see 5.4.1 for more details).

⌅ 5.3.2 Background: Self-attention in Transformer

The Transformer decoder is a autoregressive generative model that uses primarily self-
attention mechanisms, and learned or sinusoidal position information. Each layer consists of
a self-attention sub-layer followed by a feedforward sub-layer.

The attention layer first transforms a sequence of LD-dimensional vectorsX = (x1, x2, . . . , xL)

into queries Q = XWQ, keys K = XWK , and values V = XW V , where WQ, WK , and W V

are each D⇥D square matrices. Each L⇥D query, key, and value matrix is then split into H

L⇥Dh parts or attention heads, indexed by h, and with dimension Dh = D

H
, which allow the

model to focus on different parts of the history. The scaled dot-product attention computes a
sequence of vector outputs for each head as

Zh = Attention(Qh, Kh, V h) = Softmax
✓
QhKh>
p
Dh

◆
V h. (5.1)

The attention outputs for each head are concatenated and linearly transformed to get Z, a
L by D dimensional matrix. A upper triangular mask ensures that queries cannot attend
to keys later in the sequence. For other details of the Transfomer model, such as residual
connections and learning rates, the reader can refer Vaswani et al. (2017). The feedforward
(FF) sub-layer then takes the output Z from the previous attention sub-layer, and performs
two layers of point-wise dense layers on the depth D dimension, as shown in Equation 5.2.
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W1,W2, b1, b2 are weights and biases of those two layers.

FF(Z) = ReLU(ZW1 + b1)W2 + b2 (5.2)

⌅ 5.3.3 Relative positional self-attention

As the Transformer model relies solely on positional sinusoids to represent timing information,
Shaw et al. (2018) introduced relative position representations to allow attention to be
informed by how far two positions are apart in a sequence. This involves learning a separate
relative position embedding Er of shape (H,L,Dh), which has an embedding for each possible
pairwise distance r = jk � iq between a query and key in position iq and jk respectively. The
embeddings are ordered from distance �L+ 1 to 0, and are learned separately for each head.
In Shaw et al. (2018), the relative embeddings interact with queries and give rise to a Srel, an
L⇥L dimensional logits matrix which modulates the attention probabilities for each head as:

RelativeAttention = Softmax
✓
QK> + Srel

p
Dh

◆
V. (5.3)

We dropped head indices for clarity. Our work uses the same approach to infuse relative
distance information in the attention computation, while significantly improving upon the
memory footprint for computing Srel. For each head, Shaw et al. (2018) instantiate an
intermediate tensor R of shape (L,L,Dh), containing the embeddings that correspond to the
relative distances between all keys and queries. Q is then reshaped to an (L, 1, Dh) tensor,
and Srel = QR>.2 This incurs a total space complexity of O(L2D), restricting its application
to long sequences.

⌅ 5.3.4 Memory e�cient implementation of relative position-based attention

We improve the implementation of relative attention by reducing its intermediate memory
requirement from O(L2D) to O(LD), with example lengths shown in Table 5.1. We observe
that all of the terms we need from QR> are already available if we directly multiply Q with
Er, the relative position embedding. After we compute QEr>, its (iq, r) entry contains the
dot product of the query in position iq with the embedding of relative distance r. However,
each relative logit (iq, jk) in the matrix Srel from Equation 5.3 should be the dot product of
the query in position iq and the embedding of the relative distance jk � iq, to match up with

2We assume that the batch size is 1 here. With a batch size of B, Q would be reshaped to (L,B,Dh) and
S
rel would be computed with a batch matrix–matrix product.
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the indexing in QK>. We therefore need to “skew” QEr> so as to move the relative logits to
their correct positions, hence Srel = Skew(QEr). The “skewing” procedure is illustrated in
Figure 5.1 and will be detailed in the next section. The time complexity for both methods are
O(L2D), while in practice our method is 6x faster at length 650 as prior work still requires
manipulating larger tensors.

Figure 5.1: Relative global attention: the bottom row describes our memory-efficient “skewing”
algorithm, which does not require instantiating R (top row, which is O(L2D)). Gray indicates
masked or padded positions. Each color corresponds to a different relative distance.

Table 5.1: Comparing the overall relative memory complexity (intermediate relative embed-
dings (R or Er) + relative logits Srel), the maximal training lengths that can fit in a GPU
with 16GB memory assuming Dh = 64, and the memory usage per layer per head (in MB).

Implementation Relative memory Maximal L L = 650 L = 2048 L = 3500

Shaw et al. (2018) O(L2D + L2) 650 108 + 1.7 1100 + 16 3100 + 49
Ours O(LD + L2) 3500 0.17 + 1.7 0.52 + 16 0.90 + 49

The “skewing” procedure

Hence, we propose a “skewing” procedure to transform an absolute-by-relative (iq, r) indexed
matrix into an absolute-by-absolute (iq, jk) indexed matrix. The row indices iq stay the same
while the columns indices are shifted according to the following equation: jk = r� (L�1)+ iq.
For example in Figure 5.1 the upper right green dot in position (0, 2) of QEr> after skewing
has a column index of 2� (3� 1) + 0 = 0, resulting in a position of (0, 0) in Srel.

We outline the steps illustrated in Figure 5.1 below.
1. Pad a dummy column vector of length L before the leftmost column.
2. Reshape the matrix to have shape (L+1, L). (This step assumes NumPy-style row-major

ordering.)
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3. Slice that matrix to retain only the last l rows and all the columns, resulting in a (L,L)

matrix again, but now absolute-by-absolute indexed, which is the Srel that we need.

⌅ 5.3.5 Relative local attention

For very long sequences, the quadratic memory requirement of even baseline Transformer is
impractical. Local attention has been used for example in Wikipedia and image generation (Liu
et al., 2018; Parmar et al., 2018) by chunking the input sequence into non-overlapping blocks.
Each block then attends to itself and the one before, as shown by the smaller thumbnail on
the top right corner of Figure 5.2.

To extend relative attention to the local case, we first note that the right block has the
same configuration as in the global case (see Figure 5.1) but much smaller: ( L

M
)2 (where M

is the number of blocks, and N be the resulting block length) as opposed to L2. The left
block is unmasked with relative indices running from -1 (top right) to -2N + 1 (bottom left).
Hence, the learned Er for the local case has shape (2N � 1, N).

Similar to the global case, we first compute QEr> and then use the following procedure
to skew it to have the same indexing as QK>, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.

1. Pad a dummy column vector of length N after the rightmost column.
2. Flatten the matrix and then pad with a dummy row of length N � 1.
3. Reshape the matrix to have shape (N + 1, 2N � 1).
4. Slice that matrix to retain only the first N rows and last N columns, resulting in a

(N,N) matrix.

Figure 5.2: Relative local attention: the thumbnail on the right shows the desired configuration
for Srel. The “skewing” procedure is shown from left to right.
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⌅ 5.4 Experiments

⌅ 5.4.1 Domain-specific representations

Adapting sequence models for music requires making decisions on how to serialize a polyphonic
texture. The data type, whether score or performance, makes certain representations more
natural for encoding all the information needed while still resulting in reasonable sequence
lengths.

Serialized instrument/time grid (used for the J.S.Bach Chorales dataset)

The first dataset, J.S. Bach Chorales, consists of four-part score-based choral music. The time
resolution is sixteenth notes, making it possible to use a serialized grid-like representation.
Figure 5.3 shows how a pianoroll (left) can be represented as a grid (right), following (Huang
et al., 2017). The rows show the MIDI pitch number of each of the four voices, from top to
bottom being soprano (S), alto (A), tenor (T ) and bass (B), while the columns is discretized
time, advancing in sixteenth notes. Here longer notes such as quarter notes are broken down
into multiple repetitions. To serialize the grid into a sequence, we interleave the parts by first
iterating through all the voices at time step 1, and then move to the next column, and then
iterate again from top to bottom, and so on. The resulting sequence is S1A1T1B1S2A2T2B2...,
where the subscript gives the time step. After serialization, the most common sequence length
is 1024. Each token is represented as onehot in pitch.

S: 67, 67, 67, 67
A: 62, 62, 62, 62
T: 59, 59, 57, 57
B: 43, 43, 45, 45

Figure 5.3: The opening measure of BWV 428 is visualized as a pianoroll (left, where the
x-axis is discretized time and y-axis is MIDI pitch number), and encoded in grid representation
with sixteenth note resolution (right). The soprano and alto voices have quarter notes at
pitches G4 (67) and D4 (62), the tenor has eighth notes at pitches B3 (59) and A3 (57), and
the bass has eighth notes at pitches A2 (45) and G2 (43).

MIDI-like event-based (used for the Maestro dataset)

The second dataset, Maestro (Hawthorne et al., 2019), consists of polyphonic piano perfor-
mances with expressive timing and dynamics. The time resolution here is on the millisecond
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level, so a grid representation would result in sequences that are too long. Instead, the
polyphonic performance is serialized into a sequence of one hot encoded events as proposed
in Oore et al. (2018).

First, the input MIDI files are preprocessed to extend note durations based on sustain
pedal control events. The sustain pedal is considered to be down whenever a sustain control
change is encountered with a value >= 64; the sustain pedal is then considered up after
a control change with a value < 64. Within a period where the sustain pedal is down, the
duration of each note is extended to either the beginning of the next note of the same pitch
or the end of the sustain period, whichever happens first. If the original duration extends
beyond the time when the sustain pedal is down, that original duration is used.

Next, the MIDI note events are converted into a sequence from the following set of
vocabulary: 128 NOTE_ON events for starting a note of with one of the 128 MIDI pitches, 128
NOTE_OFF events for ending a note with one of the 128 MIDI pitches, 100 TIME_SHIFT events
representing forward time shifts in 10ms increments from 10ms to 1s, and 32 SET_VELOCITY

events representing the velocity for future NOTE_ON events in the form of the 128 possible
MIDI velocities quantized into 32 bins. An example performance encoding is illustrated in
Figure 5.4.

SET_VELOCITY<80>, NOTE_ON<60>
TIME_SHIFT<500>, NOTE_ON<64>
TIME_SHIFT<500>, NOTE_ON<67>
TIME_SHIFT<1000>, NOTE_OFF<60>, NOTE_OFF<64>, NOTE_OFF<67>
TIME_SHIFT<500>, SET_VELOCITY<100>, NOTE_ON<65>
TIME_SHIFT<500>, NOTE_OFF<65>

Figure 5.4: A snippet of a piano performance visualized as a pianoroll (left) and encoded
as performance events (right, serialized from left to right and then down the rows). A C
Major chord is arpeggiated with the sustain pedal active. At the 2-second mark, the pedal is
released, ending all of the notes. At the 3-second mark, an F is played for .5 seconds. The C
chord is played at velocity 80 and the F is played at velocity 100.

⌅ 5.4.2 Results on the J.S. Bach Chorales dataset

The J.S. Bach Chorales dataset has been used for evaluating generative models for music 3

(e.g., Allan and Williams, 2005; Boulanger-Lewandowski et al., 2012; Liang, 2016; Hadjeres
et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2017). It consists of score-based four-part chorales. We first discretize
the scores onto a 16th-note grid, and then serialize them by iterating through all the voices
within a time step and then advancing time (see 5.4.1 for more details). As there is a direct

3JSB Chorales dataset: https://github.com/czhuang/JSB-Chorales-dataset
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correspondence between position in sequence and position on the timing/instrument grid in a
piece, adding relative position representations could make it easier to learn this grammar. We
indeed see relative attention drastically improve negative log-likelihood (NLL) over baseline
Transformer (Table 5.2). This improvement is also reflected in sample quality. The samples
now maintain the necessary timing/instrument grid, always advancing four steps before
advancing in time. As local timing is maintained, the model is able to capture timing on a
more global level, giving rise to regular phrasing, as shown in the right score of Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Unconditioned samples from Transformer without (left) and with (right) relative
self-attention. Green vertical boxes indicate the endings of (sub)phrases where cadences are
held.

In addition to relative attention, we explored enhancing absolute timing through con-
catenating instead of adding the sinusoids to the input embeddings. This allows the model
to more directly learn its absolute positional mapping. This further improves performance
for both the baseline and relative transformer (Table 5.2). We compare against Coconet

as it is one of the best-performing models that has also been evaluated on the 16-note grid
using the canonical dataset split. To directly compare, we re-evaluated Coconet to obtain
note-wise losses on the validation set 4. For the Transformer models (abbreviated as TF),
we implemented our attention mechanisms in the Tensor2Tensor framework (Vaswani et al.,
2018). We use 8 heads, and keep the query, key (att) and value hidden size (hs) fixed within
a config. We tuned number of layers (L in {4,5,6}), attention hidden size (att in {256, 512})
and pointwise feedforward hidden size (ff in {512, 1024}).

Generalizing relative attention to capture relational information

A musical event bears multiple attributes, such as timing, pitch, instrument etc. To capture
more relational information, we extend relative attention to capture pairwise distances on
additional attributes. We learn separate relative embeddings for timing Et and also pitch Ep.
Et has entries corresponding to how many sixteenth notes apart are two positions in time,
while Ep embeds the pairwise pitch interval. However this approach is not directly scalable

4Some earlier papers report frame-wise losses to compare to models such as RNN-RBM which model
“chords”. Coconet can be evaluated under note-wise or frame-wise losses.
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beyond J.S. Bach Chorales because it involves explicitly gathering relative embeddings for
Rt and Rp, resulting in a memory complexity of O(L2D) as in Shaw et al. (2018). This is
due to relative information being computed based on content as opposed to content-invariant
information such as position in sequence. It was sufficient to add these extra relational
information to the first layer, perhaps because it is closest to the raw input content. Here, the
relative logits are computed from three terms, Srel = Skew(QEr) +Q(Rt +Rp) in contrast
with other layers that only have one relative term, Srel = Skew(QEr).

⌅ 5.4.3 Results on the Maestro dataset

MAESTRO (MIDI and Audio Edited for Synchronous TRacks and Organization) (Hawthorne
et al., 2019) is a dataset consisting of 172 hours of virtuosic piano performances captured in
both MIDI and audio format 5. It is curated from the Piano-e-Competitions 6, and proposes a
train / valid / test split where the same composition, even if performed by multiple contestants,
only appears in one split. The result is 295 / 60 / 75 unique compositions, corresponding
to 954 / 105 / 125 performances that last for 140 / 15 / 17 hours and contain 5.06 / 0.54 /
0.57 million notes. The polyphonic MIDI performances contain both expressive dynamics
and timing and we serialize them into sequences of event-based tokens as introduced in Oore
et al. (2018) (see Section 5.4.1 for more details on the encoding procedure).

We train on random crops of 2048-token sequences and employ two kinds of data aug-
mentation: pitch transpositions uniformly sampled from {�3,�2, . . . , 2, 3} half-steps, and
time stretches uniformly sampled from the set {0.95, 0.975, 1.0, 1.025, 1.05}. For evaluation,
we segment each sequence sequentially into 2048 length subsequences and also keep the last
subsequences that are of shorter lengths. This results in 1128 and 1183 subsequences in the
validation and test set respectively. Each subsequence is then evaluated by running the model
forward once with teaching forcing. As the subsequences vary in length, the overall negative
loglikelihood (NLL) is averaged entirely on the token level.

We compare our results to PerformanceRNN (LSTM, which first used this dataset) (Oore
et al., 2018) and LookBack RNN (LSTM with attention) (Waite, 2016). LookBack RNN uses
an input representation that requires monophonic music with barlines which is information

5Maestro dataset: urlhttps://magenta.tensorflow.org/datasets/maestro
6Piano-e-Competition: http://www.piano-e-competition.com/
7Coconet is an instance of OrderlessNADE, which approximates a mixture model over orderings where

orderings are assumed to be uniformly distributed. Hence, its loss is computed by averaging losses over multiple
random orderings. The current row in the table reports this loss. In contrast, the row above corresponds to
evaluating Coconet as an autoregressive model under the chronological ordering. Huang et al. (2017) show
that sample quality is better when using Gibbs sampling (which uses conditionals from multiple orderings) as
opposed to autoregressive generation (which only uses conditionals from one ordering).
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Table 5.2: Note-wise validation NLL (nats/token) on J.S. Bach Chorales where each token is a
16th note. NLL is improved by using the Transformer with our memory-efficient relative global
attention formulation, also when including additional positional and relational information.

Model variation Validation

Coconet (CNN, chronological, 64L, 128 3x3f) 0.436
Coconet (CNN, orderless, 64L, 128 3x3f) 0.238 7

Transformer (TF) baseline (5L, 256hs, 256att, 1024ff, 8h) 0.417
+ concat positional sinusoids 0.398
+ concat positional sinusoids, include instrument labels 0.370

TF with efficient relative attention (ours) (5L, 512hs, 512att, 512ff, 256r, 8h) 0.357
+ concat positional sinusoids, include instrument labels 0.347

+ relative pitch and time 0.335

Table 5.3: Validation NLL (nats/token) for Maestro dataset, with event-based representa-
tion with lengths L = 2048. Training and/or evaluating on different lengths will result in
different losses because the amount of context available to the model would be different. The
Transformer with our memory-efficient relative attention formulation achieves state-of-the-art
results.

Model variation Validation Test

Performance RNN (LSTM) (3L, 1024hs) 2.094 —
LSTM with attention (3L, 1024hs, 1024att) 2.066 —

Transformer (TF) baseline (8L, 384hs, 512att, 1024fs, 0.2d) 1.835 1.813
local attention (10L, 512bs, 0.3d) 1.895 1.888
efficient relative local attention (ours) (8L, 512bs, 0.2d) 1.873 1.861
efficient relative global attention (ours) (8L, 1024r, 0.2d) 1.808 1.791

that is not present in performed polyphonic music data, hence we simply adopt their
architecture. Table 5.3 shows that Transformer-based architectures fits this dataset better
than LSTM-based models.

We implemented our attention mechanisms in the Tensor2Tensor framework (Vaswani
et al., 2018), and used the default hyperparameters for training, with 0.1 learning rate and
early stopping. We compare four architectures, varying on two axes: global versus local, and
regular versus relative attention. We found that reducing the query and key channel size (att)
to three forth of the hidden size (hs) works well for this dataset and used this setup for all of
the models, while tuning on number of layers (L) and dropout rate (d). We use block size (bs)
512 for local attention (Liu et al., 2018; Parmar et al., 2018). For relative global attention,
the maximum relative distance to consider is set to half the training sequence length. For
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relative local attention, it is set to the full memory length which is two blocks long.
Table 5.3 shows that our memory-efficient relative attention formulations outperform

regular attention in both the global and the local case. When looking at the other axes, we see
global attention outperforming local attention in both the relative and regular case. Global
attention may have the advantage of being able to directly look back for repeating motifs.
With a larger dataset, local attention may fare well as it allows for much deeper models and
longer sequences, as seen in text and image generation work (Liu et al., 2018; Parmar et al.,
2018)). In turn, both domains could benefit from the use of relative local attention.

Figure 5.6: Transformer with relative attention (three random samples on the top row)
when given an initial motif (top left) generates continuations with more repeated motifs and
structure then baseline Transformer (middle row) and PerformanceRNN (bottom row).

Qualitative priming experiments

When primed with an initial motif (Chopin’s Étude Op. 10, No. 5) shown in the top left corner
of Figure 5.6, we see the models perform qualitatively differently. Transformer with relative
attention elaborates the motif and creates phrases with clear contour which are repeated and
varied. Baseline Transformer uses the motif in a more uniform fashion, while LSTM uses the
motif initially but soon drifts off to other material. Note that the generated samples are twice
as long as the training sequences. Relative attention was able to generalize to lengths longer
than trained but baseline Transformer deteriorates beyond its training length.

Harmonization: Conditioning on melody

To explore the sequence-to-sequence setup of Transformers, we experimented with a con-
ditioned generation task where the encoder takes in a given melody and the decoder has
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to realize the entire performance, i.e. melody plus accompaniment. The melody is encoded
as a sequence of tokens as in Waite (2016), quantized to a 100ms grid, while the decoder
uses the performance encoding described in Section 5.3.1 (and further illustrated in 5.4.1).
We use relative attention on the decoder side and show in Table 5.4 that it also improves
performance.

Table 5.4: Relative attention improves conditioned negative logliklihood (NLL) given
groundtruth melodies from the validation split of the Maestro dataset.

Model variation Validation NLL

Transformer baseline 2.066
Transformer with efficient relative attention (ours) 1.786

⌅ 5.4.4 Human evaluations

To compare the perceived sample quality of models trained on the Maestro dataset, and
their ability to generate a continuation for a priming sequence, we carried out a listening
test study comparing the baseline Transformer, our Transformer with relative-attention,
PerformanceRNN (LSTM), and the validation set. Participants were presented with two
musical excerpts (from two different models that were given the same priming sequence) and
asked to rate which one is more musical on a Likert scale. For each model, we generated 10
samples each with a different prime, and compared them to three other models, resulting in
60 pairwise comparisons. Each pair was rated by 3 different participants, yielding a total of
180 comparisons.

Figure 5.7 shows the number of comparisons in which an excerpt from each model was
selected as more musical. The improvement in sample quality from using relative attention over
the baseline Transformer model was statistically significant (see Section 5.4.4 for the analysis),
both in aggregate and between the pair. Even though in aggregate LSTMs performed better
in the study than the Transformer, despite having higher perplexity, but when compared
against each other head to head, the results were not statistically significant (see Table 5.5).
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(Ours)

Figure 5.7: Samples from the Transformer with our efficient relative attention were rated as
more musical more times than LSTM and baseline Transformer. Error bars show standard
deviation of the mean.

More detailed analysis on the listening test results

A Kruskal-Wallis H test of the ratings showed that there was a statistically significant
difference between the models: �2(2) = 63.84, p = 8.86e-14< 0.01. Table 5.5 shows the
post-hoc analysis on the comparisons within each pair, using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
for matched samples. Table 5.6 shows a post-hoc analysis of how well each model performed
when compared to all pairs, and compares each model’s aggregate against each other, using
the Mann–Whitney U test for independent samples. We use a Bonferroni correction on both
to correct for multiple comparisons. The win and loss counts bucket scores are 4 and 5, and
scores 1 and 2 respectively, while the tying score is 3.

Both within pairs and between aggregates, participants rated samples from our relative
Transformer as more musical than the baseline Transformer with p < 0.01/6. For within pairs,
we did not observe a consistent statistically significant difference between the other model
pairs, baseline transformer versus LSTM and LSTM versus relative Transformer.

When comparing between aggregates, LSTM was overall perceived as more musical than
baseline Transformer. Relative Transformer came a bit close to outperforming LSTM with
p = 0.018. When we listen to the samples from the two, they do sound qualitatively different.
Relative Transformer often exhibits much more structure (as shown in Figure 5.6), but the
effects were probably less pronounced in the listening test because we used samples around
10s to 15s, which is half the length of those shown in Figure 5.6 to prevent the baseline
Transformer from deteriorating. This weakens the comparison on long-term structure.

When compared to real music from the validation set, we see that in aggregates, real
music was better than LSTM and baseline Transformer. There was no statistical significant
difference between real music and relative Transformer. This is probably again due to the
samples being too short as real music is definitely still better.
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Table 5.5: A post-hoc comparison of each pair on their pairwise comparisons with each other,
using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for matched samples. p value less than 0.01/6=0.0016
yields a statistically significant difference and is marked by asterisk.

Pairs wins ties losses p value

Our relative transformer real music 11 4 15 0.243
Our relative transformer Baseline transformer 23 1 6 0.0006*
Our relative transformer LSTM 18 1 11 0.204
Baseline transformer LSTM 5 3 22 0.006
Baseline transformer real music 6 0 24 0.0004*
LSTM real music 6 2 22 0.0014

Table 5.6: Comparing each pair on their aggregates (comparisons with all models) in (wins,
ties, losses), using the Mann–Whitney U test for independent samples.

Model Model p value

Our relative transformer (52, 6, 32) real music (61, 6, 23) 0.020
Our relative transformer (52, 6, 32) Baseline transformer (17, 4, 69) 1.26e-9*
Our relative transformer (52, 6, 32) LSTM (39, 6, 45) 0.018
Baseline transformer (17, 4, 69) LSTM (39, 6, 45) 3.70e-5*
Baseline transformer (17, 4, 69) real music (61, 6, 23) 6.73e-14*
LSTM (39, 6, 45) real music (61, 6, 23) 4.06e-5*

⌅ 5.5 Conclusion

In this work we demonstrated that the Transformer equipped with relative attention is very
well-suited for generative modeling of symbolic music. The compelling long-term structure in
the samples from our model leaves us enthusiastic about this direction of research. Moreover,
the ability to expand upon a prime, in particular, suggests potential applications as creative
tool.

The significant improvement from relative attention highlights a shortcoming of the
original Transformer that might also limit its performance in other domains. Improving the
Transformer’s ability to capture periodicity at various time scales, for instance, or relations
between scalar features akin to pitch could improve time-series models. Our memory-efficient
implementation enables the application of relative attention to much longer sequences such
as long texts or even audio waveforms, which significantly broadens the range of problems to
which it could be applied.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis shows how we can decompose support in the creative process, presenting three
different points of entry for machine learning models, through generation, recommendation
and control. These models can potentially extend our creative imagination by providing a
wider range of possibilities, both in raw material and also in variations and extensions to
our own ideas. Models that allow for flexible conditioning such as Coconet can potentially
support interactive composing, allowing us to engage in a creative dialogue with generative
models. Recommendation systems designed for the creative context can highlight adventurous
yet relevant choices, making it easier for us step outside of our comfort zones. Personalized
controls allow us to communicate in a more intuitive fashion, making it easier to be creative.

⌅ 6.1 Contributions and creative implications

Music Transformer (Huang et al., 2019) advanced what we thought was possible with gen-
erative models of music, generating human-like performed music with minute-long coherence.
To achieve this, we proposed a memory efficient formulation of relative attention, allowing
self-attention to capture relational features while still scale to modeling few thousands of
tokens. The model’s ability to keep track of longer term context and to reuse and build on
previous passages makes it a promising building block for meaningful musical exchange with
musicians.

Coconet (Huang et al., 2017) generalizes how we factorize the musical score, and shows
how we can train a model that can perform a wide range of musical tasks, from unconditioned
generation, to melody harmonization to partial score competition. It uses Gibbs sampling
to rewrite its own outputs to improve sample quality. This opens up the possibility of
collaborative rewriting with humans.

ChordRipple (Huang et al., 2016) demonstrates a generative recommendation system
that anticipates the rewrites necessary by directly recommending them along with the initial
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suggested changes. By using chord embeddings learned from Chord2Vec, ChordRipple is
able to surface more adventurous yet relevant chords in its recommendations. User studies
show with the tool novice musicians were able to generate more novel chord progressions.
This suggests that recommendations can be a very productive way to support creativity.

Active learning of high-level control knobs (Huang et al., 2014) allows users to define
their own control knobs and then directly control that attribute during sound synthesis. This
approach allows users to express their ideas on a much higher level of abstraction, by-passing
the need to manually work out the details at every level.

⌅ 6.2 Recent follow-up work and discussion

⌅ 6.2.1 Modeling long-term structure

A key challenge in generative modeling is capturing long-term structure. These dependencies
manifest themselves in different forms across domains, from surface repetitions of motifs
in music and paintings or verse and chorus in lyrics, to latent context of different levels of
abstraction that persist and evolve such as key in a musical piece, topic in a dialogue, and
mood in various forms of narrative.

Visualizing long-term dependencies Music Transformer (hua) significantly improved the
long-term coherence in music samples generated by neural networks, showing it can reuse
and develop motifs over thousands of tokens and as a result construct a dynamic arc across
multiple phrases. These results suggest self-attention could be a good match for music. Music
draws heavily on repetition and it is possible that self-attention could capture these by
acting as a kind of differentiable self-similarity. Preliminary work in visualizing self-attention
structure show that the weights are higher for the memory entries that are similar to the
query motif (Huang et al., 2018b). Figure 6.1 shows an example of how attentions looks back
at previous instances of similar motives when repeating them 1.

Relational features and generalization Music Transformer uses relative attention to better
capture timing, distance-dependent and periodic features. Relative attention and its variations
have been shown to improve performance on language-based tasks such as translation (Shaw
et al., 2018) and later language modeling (Dai et al., 2019). We proposed a memory efficient
formulation, allowing it to scale to longer sequences. This formulation has already improved
image generation in follow-up work to Image Transformer (Parmar et al., 2018), and can

1A playback animation of the self-attention visualization can be seen at
https://magenta.tensorflow.org/music-transformer
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Figure 6.1: Music Transformer generates music from scratch with repeated motives
(manually marked by grayed out blocks). The colored arcs visualize multi-head self-attention
weights and show how previous instances of motifs inform future occurrences, and how the
model is able to skip over sections that are less relevant.

potentially be used for tasks that require longer context such as document generation.
Moreover, the ability for relative attention to generalize beyond the length it is trained on
also makes it potentially very suitable for dialogue generation where variable lengths are
common.

Discussion: Only occasionally generates large-scale form The generated samples from Music

Transformer often do not yet exhibit structure on the level of forms such as ABA,
analogous to Verse Chorus Verse song forms in popular music. This suggests the model finds
it difficult to decide when to break away from the initial A section, to compose a contrasting
B section that carries a significant departure, to know when to return to the earlier A section
and to remember it well enough to predict it again. Instead, it sounds like the model is
improvising, skillfully stringing together many plausible moments. The resulting samples are
still stylistically coherent and often musically interesting, but not what we would expect given
that the training data was highly structured composed music. Similar challenges exist when
modeling dialogue, where a chatbot drifts from topic to topic. This may point to the need for
hierarchical models that first generate a sequence of latents and then elaborate to produce
the details. This approach has been used in dialogue (Serban et al., 2016), music (Roberts
et al., 2017), and video (Denton and Fergus, 2018). Discrete latents were introduced to add
a discrete bottleneck to continuous encodings (van den Oord et al., 2017), and have been
used in the context of fast decoding for translation (Kaiser et al., 2018), generating coherent
waveforms on the level of 10s (Dieleman et al., 2018), among others.

Enabling Wave2Midi2Wave: generating coherent waveforms on the level of 100s To generate coher-
ent music on the waveform level, another approach is to factorize the generative process into
two stages, first a music language model (such as Music Transformer generates the notes,
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and then a audio synthesis model (midi2wave) turns the notes into waveforms. The first
stage requires high-quality encodings of music in symbolic form, such as in the MIDI protocol,
and the second stage requires aligned sequences of notes and high-quality audio are needed.
However, both kinds of data are rare. Hawthorne et al. (2019) introduces the Maestro dataset
from the Piano E-competition, where pianists performed on Yamaha Disklaivers, resulting in
both a MIDI and audio recording of their performance. The paper then proposes to first use
the aligned dataset to train a transcription model (wave2midi) that goes from audio to notes,
and then uses this model to transcribe large amounts of audio. The transcribed notes in MIDI
can then be used to train expressive language models. In particular, Music Transformers

was used as it is capable of generating coherent composition and performance on the scale
of minutes. The generated symbolic music can then be used as conditioning signal for a
WaveNet (van den Oord et al.) trained for audio synthesis. Hence, the overall approach, called
Wave2midi2wave consists of training a suite of models capable of transcribing, composing and
synthesizing audio waveforms to generate coherent musical structure on timescales ranging
six orders of magnitude (⇠0.1 ms to ⇠100s).

⌅ 6.2.2 Towards mixed-initiative music composition

Beyond autoregressive generation Generating from left to right limits the kinds of human-in-
the-loop interactions possible. Coconet shows that by modeling all ways of traversing a
score, we obtain a verstile model that can complete arbitrary incomplete scores. This modeling
approach has been extended to the Music Transformer, to support infilling, that is filling in
the middle given the left and right context (Ippolito et al., 2018). Although not as general
a factorization as Coconet, the work takes advantage of the encoder-decoder setup of the
Transformer, where the encoder encodes both the left and right context, and the decoder is
informed by both while filling in the blank from left to right. In language modeling, we also
see that bi-directional models can provide richer feature learning than forward-only models,
as a result improving downstream language understanding tasks (Devlin et al., 2018).

Bach Doodle The flexible conditioning capability of Coconet allows for the the possibility
of mixed-initiative music composition, where the composer and the model can collaboratively
rewrite the score. The initiative could come from the composer, where they explicitly request
the model to regenerate certain parts, or the initiative could come from the model proactively
propagating the necessary changes to main internal consistency of the musical score (Huang
et al., 2018a).
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Figure 6.2: The Bach Doodle was featured on Google’s homepage from March 20th to 22nd
to celebrate J.S. Bach’s 334th anniversary.

Figure 6.3: The Bach Doodle interface, where users can input a melody and then click on the
green “Harmonize” button on the bottom right to request for a harmonization.

Figure 6.4: The harmonization returned by Coconet is notated in color, carrying the alto,
tenor and bass voices.

Recently, Coconet powered the Bach Doodle 2 3, harmonizing more than 50 million
melodies composed by users. The Doodle was featured on Google’s homepage on J.S. Bach’s

2Bach Doodle: https://www.google.com/doodles/celebrating-johann-sebastian-bach
3Coconet blog post titled “The ML model behind today’s Bach Doodle”:

https://magenta.tensorflow.org/coconet
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334th Birthday, as shown in Figure 6.2. Users could input their own melody on a music-
notation like interface shown in Figure 6.3, and then with a press of a button, the Doodle
calls out to Coconet to harmonize the melody in the style of Bach. Figure 6.4 shows the
completed score.

Machine learning can make music composition more accessible to novices. It can also
make it easier for musicians, in this case to compose in a classical genre, by helping them
control and curate the generation more rapidly. Artists in turn can use these models as new
instruments, often in ways that we did not intend and can not foresee, by pushing them
to their breaking points. Anecdotally, we observe both modes of interaction with the Bach
Doodle: some chose their melodies to help the model succeed, while others experiment with
how the model would react given melodies outside the Bach chorale distribution.

⌅ 6.3 Future work

This thesis illustrates how machine learning can assist in the creative process through
generation, recommendation and control. Music Transformer and Coconet demonstrate how
we can build state-of-the-art generative models by matching the inductive bias of the models
to the structure and generation process of music. Section 6.2.1 discusses approaches that
could potentially capture more levels of structure.

As generative models of music continue to improve, they become musically more interesting
and relevant for artists to interact with. It is interesting, then, to think about the different
ways in which deep learning models may continue to be used in the future to make music
composition more accessible. For these human-computer interactions to be effective, we will
need to consider the range of needs that occur in composers’ creative workflows.

For example, composers often express ideas on a non-musical level, such as by verbally
describing how the character of a piece changes as it moves through different sections. Current
music generation systems often rely on already realized music such as melody as control
to constrain the kinds of output possible. To allow composers to more easily communicate
their ideas with a generative model, we need to design a wider range of controls that cover
describing music on different levels of abstraction.

Furthermore, musicians often need to rewrite a musical passage multiple times to find
the right configuration. However, current systems are often designed implicitly for one-shot
interactions. For example, they do not learn from past interactions and hence can not
iteratively adapt their recommendations to user preferences.

In the following, I will discuss three ways in which future human-computer interactions
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could develop, given the context of these new deep learning methods.

⌅ 6.3.1 Higher level controls

To control current generative models such as Music Transformer and Coconet, composers
have to provide actual music or chord progressions to influence the musical output of the
models. Composers often desire to sketch or fine-tune music with verbal descriptions. In the
AdaptiveKnobs project, I show how sound designers can directly adjust high-level subjective
quantities such as the “scariness” in sound. Active learning is used to enable users to quickly
define their own high-level knobs that under the hood control multiple low-level sound
synthesis parameters. This approach can also be used for symbolic music manipulation. In
fact, AdaptiveKnobs was inspired by earlier work (Pachet, 2009) that uses verbal descriptions
to control how an algorithm varies a given melody, for example to be more “jumpy”. This is
achieved by randomly varying the input melody and then ranking them according to distance
from a decision boundary in a support vector machine trained to classify if a melody has a
certain quality or not. The work focused on simple melodies and concepts that were closer to
surface features. With models that learn rich representations on full-fledged music, we can
revisit this problem and envision controls that are higher level and more relevant to musicians.
Tension is an example of abstract high-level feature used by musicians. Hyperscore (Farbood,
2001) uses music-theory informed heuristics to match chord changes to tension curves. Users
can then drag a tension line and have their music automatically adjusted harmonically.
Morpheus (Herremans, 2016) uses a geometrical model of tonality (Chew, 2002) to infer
the tension of an existing piece and uses it as a template for generating a new piece. Deep
generative models could assist in uncovering more expressive features. By mapping these
features to how a musician might annotate the affect of music, we could compose a piece by
specifying its emotional trajectory and using it as a control signal to a generative model to
realize the musical surface.

⌅ 6.3.2 Adaptive recommendations

Given a musical context, whether a melody, an incomplete musical score, or a higher level
conditioning signal, there is often more than one way to fill in the missing parts. Generative
models give us a plausible set of solutions through its conditioned distributions. Among
these, which candidate works best depends on the composer’s goals and preferences. For
simplicity, the Bach Doodle provides one harmonization at a time. To try out different
harmonizations, the user listens to one, discards or saves, clicks the harmonize button and
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then listens again, and the process repeats until the user finds one that they like or they try
to change up the melody to see how that impacts the results. This iteration process can be
quite slow. In contrast, Chordripple (Huang et al., 2016) provides multiple recommendations
at once, allowing users explore a diverse set of possibilities and potentially iterate faster.

Figure 6.5: Imagined user trace (yel-
low arrow) and extrapolated recom-
mendation (dotted arrow) in a chord
sequence embedding space.

In future work, these systems could learn from how
users choose between alternatives and provide recom-
mendations that balance exploration and exploitation.
Moreover, deep generative models may offer latent di-
mensions that allow us to infer a composer’s intention
behind their surface edits. For example, if we had an
embedding for chord sequences, we can observe how
a sequence of edits form a trajectory in the embed-
ding space and infer what a composer might be going
for (Huang, 2016). Figure 6.5 shows a toy example
of how a composer might be extending their chord
progression to sound more jazzy (as indicated by the
yellow arrow) and how given the direction of that
change we could extrapolate (with the dotted arrow)
in the embedding space to provide recommendations that anticipate further changes.

⌅ 6.3.3 Change propagation between multiple levels of abstraction

As music consists of rich interdependencies over multiple levels within a hierarchy, it can be
challenging and time consuming for composers to maintain the overall coherence of a piece
when introducing edits. In ChordRipple, I proposed a ripple mechanism to automatically
adjust the chords that surround the chord that was changed. However in a real composition,
changing one note may require many subsequent non-local changes. Figure 6.6 (Gajos et al.,
2011) shows how different levels of abstractions could be interconnected, and how a composer
may have specifications for each of these levels. For example, starting with surface features
on the bottom, a composer may desire a certain kind of sound that depends on how tightly a
chord is voiced, on the perceived dissonance of that chord and how the dissonances of chords
change across phrases to form an arc, and on the global plan for how these arcs repeat and
build on each other in cycles. Changing the surface configuration such as the first note of a
phrase, while maintaining these intentions, might require changing the subsequent notes in
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that phrase as well as the corresponding notes in other phrases in order to build a global
arc. As deep generative models can learn more abstract and composite features as the depth
increases, they may offer us ways to build “knobs” that allow us to control the generation of
music on multiple levels of abstraction.

Figure 6.6: Composers have intentions on multiple levels of abstraction, which are interrelated.

Furthermore, we can build generative models that can rewrite across multiple levels,
similar to how Coconet rewrites on the surface level by conditioning on one part of the score
to regenerate the rest. In the future, when a composer turns a knob on one level, the model
would automatically adjust the notes so that not only do it reflect this new change but also
maintain the properties that were previously specified for the levels of abstraction above and
below, unless the composer decides to adjust those too.

With higher level controls and adaptive recommendations, composers can explore and
prototype music in a more fluid way. Imagine the best parts of jamming with another musician,
and being able to do that call and response across multiple levels of abstraction.
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